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Abstract 
 
 
 
 
High skirt selectivity and extended out-of-band rejection is a major challenge for the 
successful progress of in-line microwave filters. This thesis presents novel filter realizations 
with improved performance, compatible with the standard single thin all-metal insert in a 
split-block housing and therefore maintaining the low-cost fabrication characteristics. In 
addition, significant filter performance improvement is achieved. 
 
The synthesis procedure implemented for the filter concept consists of a few steps. Some 
preliminary steps are a rigorous characterization of a double-ridge coaxial waveguide, and 
the modelling of an equivalent circuit model for the parallel coupled ridge waveguide 
devised in the filter concept. From these elements, a full wave electromagnetic analysis 
shows that parallel-coupled asymmetric ridge waveguides produce strongly dispersive 
coupling which introduces a transmission zero. Later on this property is extended to 
parallel-coupled asymmetric ridge waveguide resonators, where it is demonstrated that it is 
possible to independently control the coupling coefficient and the frequency of the 
transmission zero. This allows the realization of pseudo-elliptic narrowband in-line 
bandpass filters in E-plane technology. A general synthesis procedure for high order filters 
is outlined and numerical and experimental results are presented for validation. 
 
The elements employed for the synthesis procedure of the bandpass prototypes are also 
applied to investigate structures suitable for different applications. In particular, stopband 
and dual stopband filters are presented with numerical and experimental results. Finally, the 
study of a microwave chemical/biochemical sensing device for the characterization and 
detection of cells in chemical substances and cells in solution in micro-litre volumes is also 
reported. 
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Glossary 
 
 
 
3-D: Three dimensional 
Al: Aluminium 
BioMEMS: Biological MicroElectroMechanical Systems 
Bw: Bandwidth 
C: Capacitance 
CAD: Computer Aided Design 
CO2: Carbon Dioxide 
CPW: Coplanar Waveguide 
Cu: Copper 
CWG: Coaxial Waveguide 
dB: Decibels 
EBG: Electromagnetic Band Gap 
E-plane: Electric Plane 
EM Fields: Electromagnetic Fields 
F: Frequency 
Feven: Frequency of the even mode 
Fodd: Frequency of the odd mode 
FEM: Finite Element Method 
FM: Field Matching 
GHz: GigaHertz 
HFSS: High Frequency Structure Simulator 
Hz: Hertz 
H-plane: Magnetic field plane 
I: Current 
Kc:Cutoff Wavenumber 
 v
L: Inductance 
LOC: Lab-on-a-chip 
LTCC: Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramic 
MEMS: MicroElectroMechanical Systems 
MHz: MegaHertz 
nE: Normal component of the Electric Field 
Non-TEM: Non Transverse ElectroMagnetic 
PBS: Phosphate Buffer Saline 
PMMA: Polymethylmethacrylate 
PCR: Polymerase Chain Reaction
Q: Quality factor 
QL: Loaded Quality factor 
QU: Unloaded Quality factor 
RCWG: Ridge Coaxial Waveguide 
TE: Transverse Electric 
RF: Radio Frequency 
TEM: Transverse ElectroMagnetic 
THz: TeraHertz 
TL: Transmission line 
TLM: Transmission line modelling 
TM: Transverse Magnetic 
LOC: Lab-On-a-Chip 
TR: Transverse Resonance 
TZ: Transmission Zero 
Unloaded Q: Unloaded Quality factor 
V: Voltage 
VNA: Vector Network Analyzer 
W-Band: 75 to 110 GHz frequency Band 
 vi
WG: Waveguide 
X-Band: 8 to 12 GHz Frequency Band 
Yep: Admitance of the p TM mode 
Z: Impedance 
Z0: Characteristic Impedance 
Zhq: Impedance of the q TE mode 
ZL: Impedance of the Load 
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Mathematical Formulation 
 
 
α: Atenuation Coefficient 
β: Propagation of the mode 
δom: Kronecker delta 
φ: Escalar Electromagnetic potential solution of the Laplace equation 
θe: Electrical length of the even mode
θο: Electrical length of the odd mode 
ω0: Resonant frequency of a resonator 
∆ω3dB: 3dB bandwidth of a resonator 
Aqma: Fourier expansion series coefficient m of the TE q mode in region a 
Bpla: Fourier expansion series coefficient l of the TM p mode in region a 
Ex: Cartesian component of the Electric Field 
Fma: Fourier expansion series coefficient m of the TEM mode in region a 
Hx: Cartesian component of the Magnetic Field 
(JhTEM)q: Coupling integral of the TE q mode and the TEM mode 
(JeTEM)q: Coupling integral of the TM q mode and the TEM mode 
(Jhe)pq: Coupling integral of the TE p mode and the TM q mode 
(Jhh)pq: Coupling integral of the TE p mode and the TE q mode 
(Jee)pq: Coupling integral of the TM p mode and the TM q mode 
Kc: Cutoff Wavenumber 
Kx: Wavenumber cartesian component x  
Kzqm: Wavenumber cartesian component z of the TE/TM mode qm 
Ma: Number of terms to expand the Fourier Series in region a
S11: Reflection coefficient 
S12: Transmission coefficient 
T(x,y): Magnetic type of vector potential 
 viii
Thqa(x,y): Magnetic Hertzian type of vector potential of the mode TE q mode 
in region a 
Tepa(x,y): Electric Hertzian type of vector potential of the mode TM p mode in 
region a 
Z11: Impedance matrix element 
Z1a4port: Impedance parameter a found in the first row of the general four-port 
network
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CHAPTER 1 
 
Introduction 
 
1.1   BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 
Since the first configuration appeared back in 1974 [1] but particularly over the last two 
decades, waveguide E-plane filters have been a widely employed solution in order to meet 
the increasingly demanding requirements of modern RF/Microwave applications. The 
benefits of E-plane filter technology are well known among the microwave filter 
community such us easy design procedures and low-cost of fabrication [2-3]. Despite that, 
a major drawback has arisen after the large variety of filter configurations presented over 
the last two decades, namely the stopband performance. Good isolation at stopband, 
however, is required in many broadband front-ends to avoid cross-talk. Devoted research 
efforts have been put in this direction and some E-Plane Filters which do provide 
attenuation slopes have been investigated [4-5], however those configurations often imply 
higher order realisations, resulting in bulky filter realizations and making them not suitable 
for applications where the final size of the filter is an important concern. As being depicted 
in section 1.2, it is indeed among the main motivations of this project to contribute towards 
overcoming that important handicap of the E-Plane Filters. A novel filter concept which 
aims to provide high skirt selectivity but without going into higher order designs, then 
providing reduced size when compared with previous configurations, is investigated in this 
project. Steps forward considered to investigate and validate the novel filter concept are 
introduced along section 1.2. 
 
A variety of numerical techniques for electromagnetic analysis as well as more efficient  
Computer Aided Design (CAD) tools developed mainly back in the 80s are main factors to 
explain the rich progress on novel microwave components and subsystems over the recent 
past, which has been of benefit for the waveguide E-Plane filters research community. 
Particularly and closely related to the analytical contents of this project, rectangular or 
circular waveguides with ridges have attracted special attention due to the practical 
applications they can be employed for such as dual-mode filters  [6], [7], [8] but essentially 
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they are well known solutions to reduce the cutoff frequency and provide broader single 
mode operation in waveguide components. The synthesis of those structures often involved 
cross sections involving modal solutions which are not amenable to closed-form analytical 
expressions. Thus, the use of numerical techniques is a common scenario on that research. 
 
Therefore, the study of the electromagnetic propagation in waveguides with non-analytical 
cross sections has become a problem of significant interest. Numerical electromagnetics is 
not among the motivations of this thesis, however, the choice of an adequate numerical tool 
is essential for the initial steps of this project so a brief introduction is considered here. The 
different techniques appeared in the literature, mainly back in the eighties, can be split into 
two groups: 
 
• Methods based on the solutions of integral equations by algorithms, for example 
the method of moments [9]. 
• Methods based on finite elements [10] or Transmission Line Modelling [11] like 
the transverse resonance field matching method applied in this thesis. 
 
The numerical methods employed for the analysis of passive microwave components aim to 
describe the propagation of electromagnetic waves in closed physical geometries consisting 
of various materials. Despite the large variety of numerical methods, all of them derive 
from Maxwell’s equations. It is indeed the different mathematical formulations of the 
Maxwell’s equations what lead to different electromagnetic modeling techniques [12], [13]. 
As mentioned above, the study of numerical electromagnetic techniques is out of the 
motivations of this project, rather than being the starting tool for the modal analysis of the 
non-analytical structures for the novel filter structure involved. For that purpose, as it will 
be justified later, the transverse resonance field matching is the technique employed to 
solve those structures. 
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1.2   OBJECTIVES OF THE THESIS 
The main objective of the present thesis is to analyze and design novel E-Plane filters 
configurations with improved performance for microwave applications. This general 
objective can be split in a more concrete form as follows: 
 
• Full modal analysis of waveguides with ridge coaxial cross-section. For that 
purpose, a well know technique, the transverse resonance field matching, is the 
electromagnetic numerical technique of choice. 
• Investigation of the mixed electric and magnetic coupling present in parallel 
coupled ridge waveguides. Identify the nature of the transmission zero emerged 
from these structures. 
• Synthesis of filters with parallel coupled resonators. Through even and odd mode 
analysis to investigate the possibility to control the mixed coupling present in this 
structure in order to introduce transmission zeros at desired frequencies. Evaluate 
other advantages: improved skirt selectivity and miniaturization. 
• Report easy design guidelines towards higher order bandpass filters based on 
parallel coupled resonators. Present realization examples with numerical and 
experimental results to validate the arguments. 
• Apply the analysis of parallel coupled ridge waveguides and resonators to design 
high order stop-band and dual stop-band filters. Provide numerical and experimental 
results. 
• Investigation of a microwave chemical/biochemical sensing device for the 
characterization and detection of cells in chemical substances and cells in solution 
in micro-litre volumes. 
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1.3   STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
The thesis is structured in seven chapters. Chapter 2 includes an up-to-date review on E-
Plane Filters. Due to the focus of this thesis, special emphasis is made on filters with 
pseudo-elliptic response, or those E-Plane filters which provide improved performance by 
introducing additional transmission zeros. Chapter 3 comprises waveguide analysis. In 
particular, the full modal characterization of a ridged coaxial waveguide by the transverse 
resonance method is presented. The results computed are demanded for the development of 
the following chapters. In Chapter 4 a novel coupling scheme for filter design of stringent 
performance is considered. First of all, a careful investigation of the mixed electric and 
magnetic coupling present in parallel coupled ridge waveguides is performed. In short the 
analysis leads to the realization of parallel coupled resonator with transmission zeros at 
selected locations. General design procedures are derived and the filter concept is 
demonstrated by means of a realization of examples. In Chapter 5 are discussed some 
aspects regarding the limits of the technology: suggestions for optimization are reported, 
including Q factor assessments towards lower insertion loss in the passband and further size 
reduction. In Chapter 6 three further in-line filter applications arised from the analysis of 
Chapter 3 and 4 are presented. Section 6.1 describes the realization of higher order 
stopband and dual stopband filters. The configuration presented preserves the 
straightforward design procedure providing quasi independently coupled stopbands. Both 
single and dual stopband configurations are validated with numerical and experimental 
results. In section 6.2 a microwave chemical/biochemical sensing device for the 
characterization and detection of cells in chemical substances and cells in solution in micro-
litre volumes is presented. Promising preliminary results and status of research are reported. 
The last application is a waveguide T-Junction diplexer, presented in 6.3. In summary, 
Chapter 7 compiles the conclusions outlined from the thesis and suggests some directions 
of future work. 
 
The synopsis of this thesis has been schematically depicted in Fig. 1-1: 
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Fig. 1-1.  Synopsis of the thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
 
 All-Metal-Insert E-Plane Waveguide Filter Configurations 
 2.1 INTRODUCTION  
Quasi-planar filters have received an extensive interest by RF/Microwave community since 
the first configuration appeared back in 1974 [1]. The term “quasi-planar” was originally 
used to refer a microstrip or slotline (planar circuit) suspended in the E or H plane of a 
rectangular waveguide. The concept was extended later on in [28] to structures with all-
metal-inserts provided that the metal insert sheet allows the photoetching technique to 
realize the insert pattern. Therefore there are two classes of filters: those containing 
dielectric material to support a thin metallization pattern and those with relatively thick 
metallization (inserts placed in the housing waveguide not requiring supporting substrate). 
The first class of filters is suitable for large-scale integration on the same substrate material 
while the second group has been a commonly used solution for high power signals and for 
stand-alone filter components, benefiting from lower losses because the absence of lossy 
substrate. Due to the motivations of this thesis and the vast extension on the topic, only the 
second class of filters (without substrate) and just those E-Plane realizations, are compiled 
along this summary.  
 
In fact, E-Plane all-metal-inserts configurations alone have been already largely reported in 
the literature [15-34]. Demonstrated excellence of the technology in order to satisfy 
stringent filter performance is well known, providing two attractive advantages of E-Plane 
configurations: ease of the design and compatibility with low-cost fabrication. All-metal-
inserts E-plane filters can be fabricated with well-developed processes that yield good 
tolerances even in large production scale. All that has made all-metal-inserts waveguide E-
Plane filters one of the most widely used solution in space and ground communication 
systems [51].  However the limitations of the technology are also well known: bulky size 
and fairly poor skirt selectivity for some applications. For example, in multichannel 
applications for such filters it is desirable to improve their skirt selectivity saving the 
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number of sections but maintaining the level of losses. Devoted research effort has been 
directed over the last two decades in order to overcome those disadvantages [15-34].  
 
In this chapter to the most commonly employed all-metal-insert E-Plane filter 
configurations are compiled from an extensive literature survey. Attending to their 
applications, a general review of the most commonly employed Low-pass, Bandpass and 
Bandstop E-Plane Filter configurations are described in section 2.2. In particular due to the 
relevance and related with the motivation of the thesis special emphasis is put on describing 
filter configurations with improved skirt selectivity by means of producing controllable 
transmission zeros. Section 2.3 comprises all-metal-insert E-Plane configuration offering a 
pseudo-elliptic response. 
 
Finally, a very brief introduction on diplexer realizations employing waveguide E-Plane 
filter channel is included in section 2.4. A novel diplexer aplication will be presented at the 
end of Chapter 6. 
 
2.2  E-PLANE FILTERS 
E-Plane filters with all-metal inserts were originally proposed in 1974 as low-cost mass 
producible circuits for microwave frequencies [1], [14], such as bandpass filters. During the 
early eighties, at the time more advanced computer-based routines based on accurate 
analysis were developed, publications including general design theory and extending the 
original concept to millimetre-wave application increasingly began to appear. E-plane 
Filters, like other Filter devices, have the property of frequency-selective transmission. 
They are designed to attenuate energy in one or more stopbands while transmitting energy 
in one or more passbands. Filters can be classified into different categories in many ways. 
According to their general frequency response they can be devided into three basic types: 
lowpass, bandpass and finally stopband filters. As this work concentrates mainly in 
bandpass filters, emphasis on these devices is made in this literature review. 
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2.2.1  Low-pass filters 
Low-pass filters can be designed using any structure with alternating impedance steps. 
Waveguide low-pass E-Plane filters are only quasi-low-pass; any equivalent circuit will 
have a dominant-mode cutoff frequency, which yields below that of the housing waveguide 
without any insert. Three commonly employed configurations are depicted in Fig. 2-1. The 
structure in Fig. 2.1a shows large impedance steps between alternating sections of 
overlapping (low impedance) and non overlapping (high impedance) inserts. Fig. 2-1b 
shows the design employed in [15] using a series of approximately quarter-wavelength 
coupled notches. An interesting structure published in [16] is depicted in Fig. 2-1c. Here a 
broadside-coupled microstrip circuit is suspended in the E-Plane of a rectangular 
waveguide. 
 
Fig. 2-1. Typical insert structures for low-pass filters mounted on the E-Plane of a 
rectangular Waveguide [15] 
 
More recently, an accurate description of the structure depicted in Fig. 2.1b based on 
Electromagnetic Band Gaps has been employed for different applications [17]. EBG 
structures have a frequency band in which no electromagnetic mode can propagate. 
Furthermore, at other frequencies, EBG structures have the property of reducing the phase 
velocity of EM modes, according to the slow wave effect. Typically, the EBG property 
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emerges by virtue of periodic reactive loading of the guiding structure. In the general case, 
adopting an equivalent circuit approach, simple loads can be inductive (L), capacitive (C) 
or resonant (both L and C), in either series or shunt topology [17]. An interesting structure 
is included in Fig. 2-2a. E-plane split-block housing topology offers a suitable platform for 
the realization of a waveguide with periodic resonant loads, in the form of thin ridges (Fig. 
2-2b).  
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(c) 
Fig. 2-2. Periodically loaded E-Plane Filter [17]. Layout of the E-plane EBG waveguide (a), 
cross sectional view (b) and simulated mode matching results for a fifth-order low-pass 
prototype (c). Dots shows S12 as estimated from the attenuation constant of the infinite 
structure. Dimensions:  Lw=6 mm, Lr=2 mm, s=1 mm. Thickness of metal insert is t=0.1 
mm.  
 
 
The band gap corresponds to the stopband, provided that matching with the input and 
output is achieved. A simple optimization using a full-wave mode matching model for the 
finite structure has been performed. The full-wave response is reproduced in Fig. 2-2c, 
where is demonstrated that a transmission zero is introduced as a result of the periodic 
loading resonance. This is identified in Fig. 2-2c as the sharp minimum at about 14.2GHz. 
In the eigenvalue solution, the transmission zero is identified by a sharp peak in the 
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attenuation coefficient, α, in the band gap. The theoretical attenuation as calculated by e-αz 
is also compared in Fig. 2-3c. It is interesting to note that the attenuation coefficient derived 
for the infinite structure predicts to a good extent the response of the finite structure. 
 
2.2.2  Band-pass filters 
One of the most challenging problem for designers to overcome is dissipation loss in filter 
realizations. The unloaded quality factor (Q) of the resonators used in a microwave filter 
depends on their physical realizations. The insertion loss in the passband is inversily 
proportional to the filter bandwidth and the resonator Q-factor is proportional to the number 
of resonators used. Hence, for narrow-band applications, resonators with high Unloaded Q 
must be used in order to achieve low passband loss [8]. On top of that, the skirt selectivity 
of a filter can be improved by increasing the number of resonators which makes the filter 
longer and increases the loss. 
 
The band-pass E-Plane Filter has been one of the most reported filters in the literature. The 
standard configuration for E-plane filters is to use a split block waveguide housing and 
place inductive typically all metal septa, in the E-plane of a rectangular waveguide, at 
spacing close to a half wavelength apart. This configuration is depicted in Fig. 2-3 
 
Fig. 2-3. Common E-Plane bandpass filter topology [18]. 
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Because dielectric losses are absent, the structure has a high transmission Q factor and is 
suitable for narrow-band high-Q applications. Furthermore, these E-plane filters are very 
easy to build due to the fact that the design is based on printed circuits fabricated with 
photolithographic process and no need for tuning. 
 
The configuration of Fig. 2-3 is originally suggested back in 1974 [1], about one decade 
after together with the development of more efficient computer aided design (CAD) tools, a 
detailed analysis of the bandpass filter in the X-Band including the effect of finite-thickness 
septa appeared [18]. The study of the effect of the metalization for the conventional E-
Plane Filter shows that the increase in septum thickness effectively shortens the equivalent 
length of the resonators formed between two septa, thus shifting the resonant frequency 
upward. For a filter prototype of fourth order it was about 150 MHz per 1-mil increase in 
thickness. In addition to this shift in frequency, the Compuer Aided Design (CAD) tool 
employed predicted a slight increase in pass-band ripple. Over the following two years, a 
general study in the W-Band [19] as well as an accurate design description [20] of the filter 
prototypes were reported. However, despite their favourable characteristics, E-plane filters 
suffer from bulky size and stop-band performance that may often be too low and too 
narrow for many applications.  
 
Over the following years different solutions to overcome with this limitation and enhance 
the performance of the technology were consequently presented. The first variation of the 
topology presented in [21] suggested locating the ladder-type insert in a waveguide section 
which is either wider or narrower than the embedding standard waveguide (see Fig 2-4). 
Both types of filters provide significantly improved stop-band attenuation and a have a 
better suppression of spurious passbands. In particular for the protype of Fig 2-4b a 7GHz 
sporiuous resonance shift or approximately a 15% over normalized frequency. Similar 
elements were argued for finline filters (substrates). 
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Fig. 2-4.  Band-pass configurations for stop-band enhancement based on WG section. (a) 
Filter with enlarged section and a twin metal insert and (b) a single metal insert filter in a 
narrower waveguide section. Comparative standard fourth Filter responses shown below 
[21]. 
 
 
Towards improving the skirt selectivity of standard millimetre-wave E-Plane Filters but 
simultaneously maintaining the compatibility with the integrated circuit manufacturing 
process. An interesting optimization-based approach to the design of asymmetrical filter 
structures (Fig. 2-5) having the maximum number of return- or insertion-loss ripples in the 
pass-band such a as those based on Chebyshev function prototypes was presented in [22]. 
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 Fig. 2-5. Improved-selectivity asymmetrical E-Plane filter configuration: a three-resonator 
filter including two stop-band stubs [22]. 
 
This design is based on inductively coupled stop-band sections in addition to the 
conventional component, hence introducing attenuation peaks near the pass-band that 
improves the selectivity. However the highly unsymmetrical filter structure sacrifices the 
response in the lower stop-band in benefit of the attenuation poles close to the upper band 
edge. This feature is getting more critical as those poles are closer to the pass-band.  
 
Maintaining the original configuration, an optimized procedure for the design of 
asymmetrical (shown in Fig. 2-6) microwave filters was presented in [23]. This method 
provides a guiding-tool for the design of filters with strict stopband performance. 
 
 15
 Fig. 2-6. Compact Asymmetrical Ridge Waveguide Filter Configuration [23]. 
 
The configuration maintains similar size than the standard prototypes providing 
suppression of the spurious resonance. Compactness is achieved in the band-pass section 
taking advantage of the properties of the slow waves in half wave resonators, while 
spurious behaviour suppression is achieved by means of an integrated low-pass structure 
[23]. 
 
Moreover, combining these elements with those described in the EBG waveguides [24] a 
low-pass filter has been integrated with an E-plane band-pass filter in order to suppress the 
spurious harmonic resonance of the latter [5]. The measured response and a photograph of 
the prototype are shown in Fig 2-7. The stop-band of the E-plane filter, which originally 
extended up to about 12.5 GHz, now extends to about 15 GHz, without any associated 
increase in the fabrication complexity. 
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Fig. 2-7. Compact Ridge Waveguide Integrated E-Plane Filters (a), measured response (b), 
and photograph (c), of a fabricated 3rd order E-plane filter integrated with the lowpass 
structure for suppression of spurious passband [5]. 
 
More recently, a novel class of E-Plane all-metal-insert filter structure showed the 
replacement of the conventional section of rectangular waveguide E-Plane filters with the 
respective S-shaped resonators proposed in [26]. By employing those resonators the cutoff 
frequency of the conventional resonator is changed and a higher loaded Q can be achieved 
with shorter resonator lengths [27]. The improvement is due to the slow wave effect; the 
phase velocity and the guided wavelength of the slow wave are significantly reduced when 
compared to those of a wave propagating in a comparable homogeneous resonator 
structure. The schematic of this configuration is depicted in Fig. 2-8.  
Significant size reduction is obtained, furthermore the extended upper stop-band was to 
17.5 GHz at a rejection level of 15 dB. 
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 Fig. 2-8. Configuration of an all-metal-insert S-shaped resonator waveguide filter [ 27]. 
 
2.2.3 Bandstop filters 
The presence of the bandstop filter configuration in E-plane technology in the literature is 
fairly limited. As it was reported in [28] this is due to the difficulty in producing equivalent 
circuit elements to design bandstop filters. Among the proposed ideas, the use of a reaction 
type resonator was suggested in [29]. Even though the very high flexibility in the design for 
microwave narrow band applications the bandstop selectivity that can be achieved is fairly 
poor. In chapter 6 it will be discussed on the possibility to improve this limitation as well as 
to extend the concept to dual bandstop applications. 
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Fig. 2-9. E-Plane Bandstop Filter realization based on reaction type resonators (a) and 
Transmission response in term of the resonator length [29]. 
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 2.3  E-PLANE FILTER REALIZATIONS OF PSEUDO-ELLIPTIC FILTERS  
A common disadvantage of E-Plane bandpass filters is that for a given number of 
resonators they do not provide steep enough attenuation slopes. However this features is 
required in many broad-band front end circuits, in particular for diplexer aplications with 
sharp cutoff between the channels to avoid cross-talk. The design of planar band-pass filters 
with attenuation (Transmission Zeros) poles based on half wavelength resonator has been a 
recurrent solution. The possibilty to introduce Transmission Zeros at desired frequencies is 
interesting to implement filters with excellent attenuation characteristics. Even though it is 
possible indeed to generate finite transmission zeros in direct-coupled resonator filters if the 
coupling coefficient between the resonator is strongly dispersive [30] many structures with 
different coupling schemes have been presented over the last decade. According to the 
nature of the coupling which introduce additional transmission zero, pseudo-elliptic Filters 
will be clasified in four groups: extracted poles, cross coupling, over-moded cavities and 
parallel coupling.  
 
2.3.1  Extracted poles 
A new class of integrated E-Plane bandpass circuit was introduced to provide high skirt 
selectivity having an asymmetric transfer function [31]. That was achieved using extracted 
pole resonators to produce finite transmission zeros which can be placed asymmetrically at 
the frequencies of interest. The extracted pole resonators are realised by parallel coupled 
finline tracks as shown in Fig. 2-10. The resultant structure consists entirely of a single 
circuit board or metal inserts held in a rectangular waveguide as with conventional E-Plane 
filters. Practical results were presented in the X-Band. The imperfect match of the filter is 
due to the approximate design procedure not taking into account the interaction between 
successive discontinuities. 
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Fig. 2-10. E-plane Filters with extracted poles [31]. 
 
2.3.2  Cross coupling 
In E-Plane Filters, more extensively, the use of attenuation poles near the passband has 
been published based on cross-coupled resonators. In [32], [33] different configurations 
with two transmission zeros of compact E-Plane Ridge Waveguide Filters with pseudo-
elliptic response were reported. The skirt selectivity and the stopband performance of the 
prototypes presented is widely improved compared with the possibilities of the original E-
Plane of the same order. However, the complexity in the design and the highly 
asymmetrical final configuration were a disadvantage (Fig. 2-11) 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Fig. 2-11. Cross-coupling E-Plane filter configuration (a) and its transmission and reflection 
response compared with an standard E-Plane single metal-insert filter (b) [33]. 
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2.3.3  Over moded cavities 
For some applications where only one transmission zero is required, E-Plane filter 
realizations can be achieved by using dispersive stubs as suggested in [33]. Here, it is also 
considered all resonators coupled via metal inserts. The coupling coefficient between 
resonator 2 and the over-moded cavity is approximately known (Fig. 2-12). The design is 
made by setting the slot width in the separating wall coupling resonator 2 and 3 to produce 
the same coupling coefficient. A transmission zero occurs either on the left or right side of 
the passband when the coupling slot is positioned in the second half of the over-moded 
cavity. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2-12.  Over-modded cavity Filter with one transmission zero [33]. 
 
2.3.4  Parallel coupling 
Far from that complexity of those configurations, an alternative design maintains the 
simplicity of the standard E-Plane prototypes producing selectively located transmission 
zeros [34]. Suppression of the spurious resonances and hence improvement of the stopband 
performance it is also achieved by introducing parallel coupling between the resonators of 
waveguide filters (Fig. 2-13). This also results in a significant reduction of the total size of 
the filter. This topology allows for cross-coupling between the resonators, thus introducing 
transmission zeros at finite frequencies. 
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 Fig. 2-13. E-plane Filters with Transmission zeros based on parallel coupling [34]. 
 
2.4  E-PLANE DIPLEXER 
Diplexers are important components in communication systems for splitting a frequency 
into two sub-bands. Basically a diplexer consists of a power divider and two filter channels. 
A large variety of geometrical realisations combining diferent structures for the power 
divider and the filter channels have been reported in the literature [84]. Commonly 
employed Diplexer configurations with E-Plane filter channels are depicted in Fig. 2-14. 
  
 
 
Fig. 2-14.  Conventional E-Plane Filter Diplexers with H-Plane Power Divider (a) and with 
E-Plane Power Bifurcation Divider (b) [106]. 
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2.5  CONCLUSSION 
This chapter compiled a revision of the most commonly employed E-Plane filter for 
microwave and millimeter-wave applications. According to their general frequency 
response they have been classified into three basic types: lowpass, bandpass and bandstop 
filters. The emphasis has been directed to those configurations suitable to introduce 
selectively located transmission zeros. Also, a brief introduction on diplexors based on E-
plane filters has been included: these will be mentioned in the Chapter 6 of this thesis. In 
this context, the prototypes presented so far suffer from bulky size for realizations 
involving a high numer of resonator, while practical designs can be dificult. For the future, 
small and simple filtering waveguide structures able to provide stringent passband 
selectivity are considered of potential interest. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
 
Full Modal Analysis of a Ridge Coaxial Waveguide 
 
 3.1   INTRODUCTION 
Coaxial waveguides have been largely investigated in the recent past due to their practical 
different applications. Among them, they can be employed to produce EM fields with 
predefined characteristics [35],[36] or as TEM cells for study of electromagnetic 
compatibility and the effect of RF radiation [37],[38]. Moreover, transmission lines 
operating in the TEM regime are widely used in microwaves circuits. In many cases, TEM 
and non-TEM devices need to be connected in a cascaded configuration, requiring a 
transition between the two types of lines. Such a transition would possess some of the 
geometrical features of the two lines at both ends.  
 
In the recent past, related with the increased interest for the development and synthesis of a 
large range of E-plane filters it has been shown this technology offers the possibility of 
realizing low cost, mass producible and low dissipation millimeter-wave filters [42]. In the 
context of filters with coupled resonators [43] a transition between a coaxial TEM line and 
a double-ridged waveguide has been devised. However, the electromagnetic analysis of 
such structure involves a surface discontinuity, an example is a Ridge Coaxial Waveguide 
(RCWG) which has received little attention in the literature. To overcome this requirement 
and hence to explore in further work some potential practical filter applications, a full 
characterization is presented in this chapter. The TEM mode has been rigorously solved 
using the integral equation formulation and the method of Moments [41].  In this 
contribution therefore a full wave solution of higher order TE and TM modes as well as the 
TEM mode for the Ridge Coaxial Waveguide is presented.  
 
In this chapter the full modal characterization of the double ridged coaxial waveguide is 
described. The analysis of this structure will be useful in further chapters, where the results 
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obtained are employed in the design of novel E-Plane involving Ridge Coaxial Waveguide 
(RCWG) cross-sections. 
 
As introduced in Chapter 1, the choice of a particular numerical method depends on 
different considerations; mainly on the geometry of the structure studied but also the 
required accuracy, speed, storage requirements and versatility. In closed waveguide 
structures with axial uniformity, it is common to express the propagating electromagnetic 
waves in terms of orthogonal modes whose cross-sectional shape and electrical properties 
do not vary along the axis. Several methods have been employed to determine the cutoff 
frequency and the field distribution in a waveguide. Some of them are the finite element 
method, the variational method, the integral eigenvalue method and the transverse 
resonance field matching technique. 
 
In the finite element method, the region of interest is divided into mesh points. A Cartesian 
lattice (orthogonal and equidistant vertices) is used. The quantity of interest is expressed in 
terms of its derivatives, which are calculated as finite differences along the mesh. It is the 
least analytical method. The mathematical pre-processing is minimal and the method can be 
applied to a wide range of structures, including those with odd shapes. The major drawback 
is computational inefficiency, since it requires a large number of mesh points. Another 
problem of this method is the difficulty of fitting random shaped boundaries (e.g. curved) 
with a rectangular mesh. But this problem does not appear in the finite element method. 
 
According to the Variational method, an eigenvalue problem is formed and a parameterised 
function is assumed to be the eigenfunction in this method. Minimising the eigenvalue 
equation with respect to its parameters, an upper bound of the eigenvalue is obtained. This 
method however may call for considerable mathematical insight on the part of the user. 
 
The field matching method thus requires thorough description of the field distribution of 
each mode. As we pointed out before, in hollow rectangular waveguides, the field 
distribution of the modes is easily derived analytically, but in RCWG because the boundary 
conditions imposed by the cross-section are more complicated, an analytical solution is not 
obtainable. A numerical solution is therefore required to solve the propagation in RCWG. 
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For this purpose, the transverse resonance field matching method is the modelling tool 
chosen to characterize this structure. 
 
The concept of transverse resonance is a rather old one and is equally well applied in 
equivalent circuit analysis [39] or rigorous full wave solutions [40]. According to this 
method, the propagation characteristics for each mode can be analysed at its cutoff 
frequency, where there is no z-dependence and hence a three dimensional problem is 
transformed into a two dimensional one. Application of field matching is then from a 
physical (and mathematical) point of view very similar to the mode matching approach. 
The cross-section of the waveguide is divided in discrete regions with simple shape. The 
fields of the standing wave are expressed independently in an orthogonal basis in each 
region and are matched at common surface. 
 
First of all, section 3.2 presents a literature review to motivate the choice of the Transverse 
Resonance Field Matching technique to obtain the full modal analysis of the Ridge Coaxial 
Waveguide.  Section 3.2.1 provides a basic theoretical introduction on how to express the 
electromagnetic wave modes in terms of vector potentials, which is a more convenient 
formulation of the modes prior to application of the transverse resonance technique. After 
some symmetrical considerations the Field matching analysis of the discrete regions 
employed in the analysis is discussed in section 3.2.2. The computational tool developed 
allows easy characterization of the waveguide for up to 50 modes. Due to the practical filter 
realizations considered in further chapters (classical waveguide housing of 22.86x10.16 
mm) the cutoff frequency of higher order modes is above operating range, that is, the filters 
basically operate in dual mode, a detailed field distribution of the first TE, TM as well as 
the TEM is included. In fact those results will be of significant importance later on to 
exploit the asymmetric parallel coupled ridged waveguides for bandpass filter structures 
(Chapter 4). Also the results are of relevance for the stopband and dualbandstop realizations 
investigated in Chapter 5. Section 3.3 include the validation of the numerical results 
obtained: those are compared with the partial results obtained thorough other techniques 
like method of moments for the TEM mode of the Ridge Coaxial Waveguide (section 3.3.4) 
or the particular case of a Coaxial Waveguide (section 3.3.3). 
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 3.2   TRANSVERSE RESONANCE FIELD MATCHING ANALYSIS 
The transverse resonant technique uses the fact that for homogeneously filled waveguides, 
the cross-sectional distribution of the field for each mode is independent of the frequency 
[49]. This fact is derived as a result of separability of the wave equation for spatial and time 
coordinates and is fundamental in the mode-approach of waveguide propagation. The 
knowledge of the cutoff frequency is then sufficient to determine the propagation constant 
at any frequency (from the vector Helmholtz equation) since for a given mode, the relative 
field structure will be the same at every cross-section and every frequency. The fields are 
therefore analysed at cutoff frequency, assuming standing waves along the transverse 
coordinates and no propagation along the longitudinal axis (transverse resonance, kz= 0). 
The longitudinal dependence of the field can thus be neglected and the derivative with 
respect to it taken as zero. Hence the three-dimensional problem is reduced to two 
dimensions. The latter will give the cross-sectional distribution of the electromagnetic field 
for TE and TM modes, which will be valid for frequencies other than the cutoff frequency. 
 
The concept of field-matching lies into theoretical division of the cross section under 
consideration into discrete regions. The fields in each region (or equivalently the vector 
potentials) are then expressed in an orthonormal basis. The regions should have simple 
geometrical form (simple boundaries), so that it will be easy to apply the boundary 
conditions. An interface relation should then be applied, according to which the tangential 
fields should be continuous at the common surface. Using the orthogonality property of the 
basis, this relation is reduced to a linear system. Hence we can obtain a basis that describes 
the field.  
 
3.2.1  Modal field distribution 
Before applying the technique it is interesting to make some remarks concerning the 
geometrical and electromagnetic symmetries of waveguides that can simplify the problem. 
Such symmetry considerations are derived from physical insight of the problem and can 
prove to be very useful in reducing the mathematical and computational complexity of the 
numerical solution. 
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From circuit theory the analysis of a symmetrical circuit can be expressed as a 
superposition of even and odd mode solutions [48]. Even mode in this case implies that 
equal potentials apply at each end of the circuit; so an open circuit along the line of 
symmetry can be considered. Odd-mode implies opposite potentials at each end of the 
circuit; in this case a short circuit along the line of symmetry. The transfer matrix of a 
network can then be given in terms of the even and odd mode admittances. 
 
This idea can be extended to distributed 3D structures such as waveguides. In waveguides a 
short circuit is represented by a electric wall. This is well understood since the tangential 
electric field along such a surface is zero and hence the equivalent voltage is zero. Inside a 
waveguide an electric wall is a surface where the tangential components of the electric 
fields are zero By analogy, an open circuit is represented by a magnetic wall; for zero 
tangential magnetic field, the equivalent current is also zero [49]. Hence an even and odd 
analysis of symmetrical distributed microwave structures can in principle be made 
assuming magnetic and electric wall along the symmetry plane. The overall problem can be 
split in four smaller problems: odd TE modes, even TE modes, odd TM modes and even 
TM modes. 
 
However in this particular case, assuming always the excitation is symmetrical, the even 
and odd mode are also incident to a discontinuity which preserves the same geometrical 
symmetry over the E-Plane (x=0 in Fig. 3-1), therefore, from the Helmholtz vector equation 
the problem can be simplified considering just an equivalent structure of half physical size 
with a magnetic wall along the symmetry plane for both even and odd TE and TM modes. 
 
Other boundary conditions can be applied considering the physical insight of the 
discontinuity: as the fundamental mode of rectangular waveguides has component of the 
electric field only along the E-plane, the field distribution of Ey does not depend on the y 
spatial coordinate but only on x and z. Hence if an obstacle lies along the E-plane 
isotropically, and therefore does not introduce new boundary conditions on the field so far 
as the y-coordinate is concerned, the entire scattered field must also be independent from y. 
Furthermore it immediately follows that this field must have only a single component of 
electric field, directed along the y-axis. That can be visualized considering the x and z 
components of the E-Fields of value more than zero. Then, since the electric field must be 
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normal to all metallic surfaces, each would have to vanish on the walls of the waveguide at 
y=-b/2 and y=b/2. However, since the field is independent of y, these boundary conditions 
can be satisfied only if each of these components is identically zero everywhere [48].  
 
Taking into account of these symmetry considerations as it is shown in Figure 3-1, the 
RCWG has the symmetric shape in the right and left hand side to y axis at x=a/2, so only 
one half of the structure needs to be analysed. 
 
 
                            (a)                                                            (b) 
 
Fig. 3-1. Ridge Coaxial waveguide schematic (a) and its cross section (b) 
 
This will lead to matching unknown fields on two common surfaces and hence to a 
simplified problem. In order to account for all possible cases, along the symmetry plane we 
should consider both an electric and a magnetic wall. It can be also considered the use of an 
electric wall along the y-symmetry, however the general case will be studied in order to 
allow for asymmetrical geometries. 
 
In ridge coaxial waveguide the boundary conditions imposed by the cross section are 
complicated, so it is convenient to split up the cross section into three rectangular regions 
with simple shapes and to match the field at the respective boundaries between each region. 
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Hence referring to a RCWG (Figure 3-1), the optimal choice of regions is: 
 
• Region 1 will be from x= 0 to x= e (trough region)  
• Region 2 will be from x=e to x=a/2 and from y=-b/2+c1 to y=-b/2+c1+s1 (lower 
gap region). 
• Region 3 will be from x=e to x=a/2 and from y=b/2-c1-s1 to y=b/2-c1 (upper gap 
region). 
 
In this fashion the difficulty of the analysis it is reduced, so the Ridge Coaxial Waveguide 
can be analyzed step by step, studying the field distribution of the different regions 
separately and then applying the field matching technique at the common surfaces. 
 
It is interesting to make some remarks concerning the characteristics of waveguides. Such 
considerations derive from physical insight of the problem and can justify the calculation of 
the TE and TM modes separately without any coupling between each other. These 
considerations are, on one hand, that there is no discontinuity along the axis (z) due to the 
fact that the obstacles lie along this axis isotropically and, on the other hand, that the 
waveguides under study are homogeneous, there is no dielectric material within the 
waveguide. Taking into account all the considerations explained above, the procedure will 
be described in the following sections starting with TE modes.  
 
3.2.1.1  TE modes 
 
The field distribution of each mode (T(x,y)) is independent of the frequency (due to the 
separability of the wave equation). Therefore the fields can be analyzed at cutoff frequency 
where Kz=0 and no spatial variation along z exists ( 0=∂
∂
z
), so there is no propagation 
along z, transverse propagation only. 
 
 
This condition of the vector potential A can be expressed as: 
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At cutoff frequency:  cKK =0
 
Hence the expressions for the transverse dependence of the electric and magnetic Hertzian 
type of potentials in each region can be easily derived. The magnetic type of vector 
potential (TE modes) for the three regions is derived from the two dimensional Helmholtz 
equations, under appropriate boundary conditions. The transverse dependence for the 
vectors potential is derived below. Appendix B provides further explanation of this 
mathematical derivation. 
 
Region 1: 
The magnetic type of vector potential for this region can be expressed as: 
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Where the boundary condition satisfied in this case is: 
 
0)0( ==xEy                                                                (3-3)  
 
  
Hence, the transverse dependence for the magnetic type of vector potential is determined 
by: 
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Where the cutoff wavenumber is: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) 222021 ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛−−= bmKKK zqmqxhm π  
              
In our case  so  0=zqmK yxcutoff KKK 222 +=
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Region 2: 
The magnetic type of vector potential for this region is: 
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The boundary condition to be satisfied in this case is: 
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By applying (3-6) yields: 
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Where the cutoff wavenumber is: 
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Region 3: 
Region 3 has the same shape and the same boundary condition than region 2 so we only 
show the final result: 
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Where the cutoff wavenumber is: 
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3.2.1.2  TM modes 
 
Similarly the transverse dependence for the electric type of vector potential (TM modes) is 
determined in a similar way to the magnetic case (TE modes). The electric type of vector 
potential for each region is shown bellow: 
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Where the cutoff wavenumber are defined as: 
 
Region 1:  ( ) ( ) ( ) 222021 · ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛−−= blKKK zplpxel π             
Region 2:  ( ) ( ) ( ) 222022 1· ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛−−= slKKK zplpxel π             
Region 3:  ( ) ( ) ( ) 222023 2· ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛−−= slKKK zplpxel π             
In this case , hence  0=zplK yxcutoff KKK 222 +=
 
3.2.1.3  TEM mode 
In the TEM mode, due to both electric and magnetic fields are perpendicular to the 
direction of propagation, the electromagnetic fields can be derived from a scalar function 
and satisfies the Laplace equation: 
 
02 =∇ φ                                                           (3-14) 
   
The electromagnetic potential solution of the Laplace equation can be expressed as: 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) )(, yxDCyBAxyx Υ⋅Χ++⋅+==φφ                                       (3-15) 
 
Where: 
( ) ( ) ( )kxBkxAx sincos ⋅+⋅=Χ                                               (3-16) 
 ( ) ( ) ( )kyBkyAy sincos +=Υ                                                   (3-17) 
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The boundary conditions required are: 
 
1.  ( ) ( ) 00 ==== byy φφ                                                                           (3-18) 
2.   ( ) ( ) 02/2/ =−=== axax φφ                                                                  (3-19) 
3.   ( ) ( )yxyx ,, −= φφ                                                                               (3-20) 
 
After a little algebra: 
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3.2.2  Field matching 
The next step is to match the tangential components (y- and z- components) of the electric 
and magnetic fields at the common surface for every mode. According to the assumptions 
stated above, we annihilate the z-propagation of the fields. However, since the cross section 
field distribution of each mode is the same for propagating waves, and since each mode 
propagates with a distinctive constant, kz, this condition has to be satisfied for every single 
mode separately. 
 
Hence the boundary conditions at this discontinuity for the electric (3-24) and magnetic (3-
25) fields are: 
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So on, the field matching condition leads to an equivalent matching of both types the vector 
potentials and their derivatives with respect to x. 
 
3.2.2.1  TE modes 
 
For TE modes we see that the magnetic field matching is equivalent to vector potential 
matching and the electrical field matching is equivalent to the matching of the derivative of 
the magnetic potential with respect to x. Hence: 
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This way, the electric and magnetic field matching is imposed at the common surface 
among the three regions.  
 
In summary, field matching leads the the following expressions: 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ][ ]33322211 2 qqeTqqeTqeq ADJADJDbA ⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅⋅−=                      (3-28) 
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 [ ] [ ] [ ]11222 12 qqhqhq ADJDsA ⋅⋅⋅⋅−=     (3-29) 
[ ] [ ] [ ]11333 22 qqhqhq ADJDsA ⋅⋅⋅⋅−=  (3-30)
  
  
 
Substituting into the previous equations the characteristic equation for the magnetic type of 
vector potential (for the case of the magnetic wall symmetry) is: 
      [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ 113333222211 ······21····11··4 qqhqhqeTqhqeTqeq ADJDDJsJDDJsDbA ⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ += ]           (3-31) 
(3-31) can be rearranged in a more convenient form as: 
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The equation above is a homogeneous linear indeterminate system which can be 
computationally solved setting the convenient parameters. Nontrivial solutions for this 
system exist as long as the determinant of the expression in brackets is zero. By varying 
frequency, we may solve the characteristic determinant for its eigenvalues kc. After having 
found the cutoff wavenumbers kc, the coefficients Aq1 can be determined solving equation 
(3-32), which is the eigenvector of the problem.  
 
The numerical analysis has been implemented in Fortran, mainly implementing the matrix 
equation (3-32) for a defined by user number of expansion terms. From that, the 
coefficients Aq2 and Aq3 respectively are easily determined in the same program from the 
relations to the cofficients Aq1 expressed in equations (3-28) and (3-29). Details can be 
followed in the main subroutine of the TEM mode (similar eigenvalue problem) included in 
Appendix E. 
 
So on the TE modal characterization of a Ridge Coaxial Waveguide is completed. Below is 
shown the E-Field distribution of the first mode, which is the TE mode supported by 
waveguide X-band filter configuration investigated in next chapters. Fig. 3-2 has been 
obtained using a matlab routine which extracts the data produced (modal field distribution) 
in the previously mentioned fortran code. 
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                                   (a)                                                         (b) 
 
Fig. 3-2. Modal E-Field (a) and H-Field (b) distribution of the first TE mode. The 
dimensions in mm are: a=22.86, b=20.16, s=4, s1=s2=6.08, su=sd=2, t=5. 
 
3.2.2.2  TM modes 
 
Similar is the procedure followed to solve the TM modes. In this case the solution will be 
found after imposing electric field matching. From the field expression we see that the 
magnetic field matching is equivalent to the matching of the derivative of the magnetic 
potential with respect to x and the electrical field matching is equivalent to vector potential 
matching. 
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The algebra for the TM modes is also included in Appendix. Final expressions are shown 
below: 
 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ][ ]33322211 2 ppeTppeTpep BDJBDJDbB ⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅⋅=  (3-35) 
[ ] [ ] [ 11222 12 pphphp BDJDsB ⋅⋅⋅⋅= ]                                                                                      (3-36) 
[ ] [ ] [ ]11333 22 pphphp BDJDsB ⋅⋅⋅⋅=                (3-37) 
 
 
Substituting the equations(3-36) and (3-37) in (3-35) we can derive the characteristic 
equation for the electric type of vector potential (for the case of the magnetic wall 
symmetry): 
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As well as for the TE modes, the final matrix equation for the TM modes is a homogeneous 
linear NxN system. After calculating the cutoff wavenumbers, kc, a set of amplitude 
coefficients, Bp, can be produced for each region using the equations of (3-35), (3-36) and 
(3-37). As before the field distribution plot corresponding the first TM mode is shown in 
Fig. 3-3. This mode however is not relevant in this work; for the dimensions of the filter 
realizations considered the cutoff frequency of the first TM mode is above the X-Band.  
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                                      (a)                                                           (b) 
Fig. 3-3. Modal E-Field (a) and H-Field (b) distribution of the first TM mode. The 
dimensions in mm are: a=22.86, b=20.16, s=4, s1=s2=6.08, su=sd=2, t=5. 
 
 
3.2.2.3 TEM mode 
 
In the case of the TEM mode the matching of the fields at the discontinuities yield the 
following equations: 
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The mathematical analysis leads the following condition for field matching: 
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Besides the TE and TM modes the final system of linear equations is a non homogeneus 
linear system. That is a consequence of the form of the electromagnetic potentials derived 
from Laplace equation (3-14). They include a scalar term Ek which is determined through 
next section by imposing power normalization. That is independent of the field distribution 
pattern, which is shown in Fig. 3-4. 
                   
 
                                     (a)                                                           (b)  
Fig. 3-4. Modal E-Field (a) and H-Field (b) distribution of the TEM mode. The dimensions 
in mm are: a=22.86, b=20.16, s=4, s1=s2=6.08, su=sd=2, t=5. 
 
The main subroutine to produce the coefficients and the Fields of the TEM mode is 
included in Appendix E. 
3.2.3  Power normalization of the ridge coaxial waveguides 
Power normalisation is not required to obtain the field distribution of the TE, TM modes 
and TEM mode presented in the previous section. To calculate the characteristic impedance 
of the TEM line, is imposed beforehand that the power transferred by the TEM mode 
between two arbitrary ports of the Ridge Coaxial Waveguide is independent of the cross-
sectional shape. Also, for the benefit of future analysis involving transitions of surface 
discontinuities, the coefficients Ap, Bp and Cp of equations (3-32), (3-38) and (3-41) must 
be normalized to ensure the power transferred by each mode of a unity amplitude at both 
sides of the discontinuity are independent of the cross-sectional shape.  
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 Therefore, assuming each mode power amplitude equal to unity, and referring to equations 
(3-32) and (3-38), then the total power transferred by a mode of forward propagating 
coefficient F= 1 and backward propagating coefficient B= 0 (same as F= 0 and B= 1 for 
backwards propagating mode), must be equal to 1W. This condition will ensure that the S-
parameters of the scattering matrix are normalised between 0 to 1. Also the coefficients Dk 
from equation (3-41) will be normalized so before calculating the characteristic impedance 
of the TEM mode.  
 
As outlined in section 3.2, for the Ridge Coaxial Waveguide, the transverse dependence of 
Hertzian potential distribution for a single TEq or TMp mode is expressed in an orthogonal 
basis as truncated series. One series gives the distribution of the vector potential in the 
trough region and the others in the gap regions. The field matching at the common surface 
derivation is what gives as a result a relation between the coefficients of the three series. 
 
For the ith propagating TE mode, the power normalization condition is: 
 ( ) 1· 2 =∇∫∫
s
i
h dsT                                              (3-42) 
It can be expanded in this case as following: 
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Upon analytical integration of these integrals in the case of magnetic type of Hertzian 
potential, we obtain the following expressions: 
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In a similar way, for TM modes the power normalisation condition is: 
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In a more concrete form: 
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(3-53) 
 
The corresponding integrals of the electric type of Hertzian potentials have the following 
analytical solution: 
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The  power normalization condition for the TEM mode can be expressed as: 
( ) 1· 2 =∇∫∫
s
i dsφ                                                           (3-60) 
 
Expanded over the three defined regions yields: 
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(3-62) 
As for the TE and TM modes that leads to the calculation of 6 surface integrals, from the 
equation (3-62): 
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Rearranging in equation (3-62) the power normalization for the TEM mode results: 
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3.3   VALIDATION OF THE METHOD 
As mentioned in the introduction, a full modal characterisation of the Ridge Coaxial 
Waveguide has yet to be appeared in the literature. However, the results obtained can be 
validated with those previously published for the Coaxial Waveguide and the Ridge 
Waveguide structures. The comparison is presented in section 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 respectively. 
 
3.3.1  Characteristic impedance of the TEM lines 
The characteristic impedance values will be of relevance for the filter design content in 
further chapters. Once the electric and magnetic fields have been solved, from the Poynting 
vector expression over the cross-section of the waveguide, the total power transferred by 
the waveguide structure can be produced. 
 
dsHEdsP
S
tt
S
⋅×=⋅ ∫∫∫∫ *Re                               (3-67) 
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Now the characteristic impedance of the TEM line can be calculated [48]. From the 
voltage-power expression: 
P
VZ
2
0 =                                                            (3-68) 
 
 
The Fortran code implemented can be also useful to produce parametric plots for the ridge 
coaxial waveguide operating at a fixed impedance. In Fig. 3-5 a waveguide of different 
coaxial and ridge thickness operating at the vacuum impedance (50 Ω) is presented. 
 
 
Fig. 3-5. Parametric curves of a rectangular single ridged coaxial transmission line at 50 Ω, 
b/a=0.8, s1/b=0.3, c1=var, c2=0. 
 
3.3.2  Convergence of the transverse resonance method 
The results computed in this way are presented in Table 1 in order to validate the literature 
results [39]. They illustrate the convergence characteristics of the impedance of the 
square coaxial line (a=b, t=g, c1=c2=0) as the number of series expansion terms (see eq. 3-
41) considered for each region, M=M1=M2=M3 is increased up to a finite value of M=20. 
Also, in the last line of Table 1 the values produced with commercial software Ansoft 
0Z
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HFSS are listed. Agreement between calculated impedances and the values simulated with 
a finite element method show the convergence of the method  
 
 
 
 
 
M t=0.05 t=0.15 t=0.25 t=0.35 t=0.45 
1 192.06 70.3 37.56 18.84 5.495 
2 195.38 70.41 37.67 18.64 5.482 
3 147.7 69.11 37.7 18.51 5.385 
4 148.42 68.53 37.61 18.42 5.356 
5 137.62 68.01 37.14 18.33 5.247 
6 137.92 67.93 37.12 18.26 5.189 
7 134.64 67.65 37.1 18.15 5.146 
8 134.79 67.44 37.1 18.14 5.119 
9 133.77 67.32 36.99 18.12 5.103 
10 133.85 67.27 36.98 18.12 5.098 
11 133.6 67.21 36.98 18.11 5.094 
12 133.64 67.15 36.98 18.1 5.093 
13 133.63 67.13 36.93 18.08 5.093 
14 133.66 67.11 36.93 18.08 5.093 
15 133.76 67.1 36.93 18.07 5.093 
16 133.73 67.1 36.93 18.07 5.093 
17 133.69 67.08 36.9 18.07 5.093 
18 133.67 67.08 36.9 18.07 5.093 
19 133.61 67.07 36.9 18.07 5.093 
20 133.59 67.07 36.9 18.07 5.093 
HFSS 133.6 67.15 37 18.12 5.11 
 
Table 3-1. Characteristic impedance, , convergence of a rectangular square 
coaxial line and comparison with the numerical value obtained from commercial 
software based on finite element method, HFSS. 
0Z
 
 
3.3.3  Coaxial waveguide validation 
The normalized wavelengths of the first modes of a Coaxial Waveguide can be validated 
with these values published by Gruner [40] . They are compared in Fig. 3-6a, while the 
results for a ridge coaxial waveguide can be validated with a full wave commercial 
software HFSS (Fig. 3-6b). 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Fig. 3-6. Typical mode characteristic for a rectangular coaxial waveguide and comparison 
with reference [40] Dimensions: b/a=0.8, s1/b=0.3, c1=0, c2=0 (a) and for a square coaxial 
ridged waveguide, comparison with commercial software based on finit element method (b) 
Dimensions: b/a=0.8, s1/b=0.3, c1/b=0.1, c2=0 
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3.3.4   Single ridge waveguide validation 
Further validation can be made by comparing the Characteristic Impedance obtained by 
Kobe and Garb [41] employing the method of moments for the analysis of a single Ridge 
Waveguide. A comparison is presented in Fig. 3-7. 
 
Fig. 3-7. Characteristic impedance of a rectangular ridged TEM line versus inner [41]. 
Dimensions: b/a=0.5, c1=0, s2/a=0.1. 
 
 
There is well agreement between the impedance values obtained from both methods for 
values of thickness, t,  greater than zero. However discrepancy seems to appear in the limit 
where t and s2 are close to zero, that is, in the limit of a rectangular waveguide. That can be 
due to the fact the number of expansion terms employed in that particular case is not 
sufficient to obtain an accurate value. 
 
 3.4  EVEN AND ODD MODES OF A RIDGE COAXIAL WAVEGUIDE 
A practical application for the waveguide filter design is depicted in this section and will be 
used in the next chapter. Within the frequency band of interest for microwave filter 
realizations, the ridge coaxial waveguide (dimensions below Fig. 3-8) supports two 
propagating modes. The lowest cutoff frequency corresponds to the fundamental TE mode, 
TE1. For a ridge coaxial waveguide symmetrical with respect to the y= 0 plane (Fig. 3-1b), 
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this mode corresponds to the fundamental mode of the ridge waveguides that emerge 
assuming a perfect electric conductor at the xz-plane. This mode therefore corresponds to 
the odd mode of the structure [44]. Moreover the ridge coaxial waveguide supports a TEM 
mode with zero cutoff frequency. Assuming the same geometrical symmetry, this mode 
preserves an open circuit (magnetic wall) symmetry along the xz-plane and therefore 
corresponds to the even mode of the structure. The TE1 of this waveguide has been already 
presented in reference [45]. Interestingly, the former is characterised by a hollow 
waveguide mode dispersion, while the latter a linear dispersion (i.e. non-dispersive mode). 
 
A working example of a ridge coaxial waveguide in an X-band housing with outer 
dimensions a= 22.86 mm and b= 10.16 mm is employed to demonstrate the dispersion and 
impedances of the odd and even modes. The thickness of the metal insert is t= 0.10 mm 
(Fig. 3-1b). For simplicity, the ridge coaxial waveguide is symmetric with respect to the xz-
plane. Referring to Fig. 4-2, s1= 2.1 mm and s= 1.5 mm. The dispersion curves for the TE1 
and TEM modes for this example are shown in Fig. 3-8a.  
 
For comparison, Fig. 3.8a also shows the dispersion of the asymmetric ridge waveguide 
that emerges at the limit when s1= 0. This is the only mode supported in the asymmetric 
ridge waveguide, which corresponds to the input and output ports. The corresponding 
characteristic impedances are shown in Fig. 3-8b. The impedance of the (conservative) 
TEM mode is uniquely defined and is constant for all frequencies. Regarding the TE 
modes, that is obtained selecting the power-current definition of the impedance [48], which 
exhibits a pole at the cutoff frequency and reduces with increasing frequency.  
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Fig. 3-8. (a) Dispersion and (b) characteristic impedance of the TEM and TE10 mode of a 
ridge coaxial waveguide with dimensions (in mm) a=22.86, b=10.16, s=1.5, s1=s2=2.1, 
su=sd=2.23, t=0.1. The dispersion and characteristic impedance of the single ridge coaxial 
and asymmetric waveguide that emerges in the limit of s2=0 is also superimposed. 
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 3.5   SUMMARY 
A full modal characterisation of the double ridged coaxial waveguide has been derived 
thorough this chapter. Due to the cross-section shape of this structure, the solution is not 
analytical. A numerical solution has been derived applying the Transverse Resonance Field 
Matching method. 
 
 The analysis of this structure will be useful in further chapters, where the results obtained 
are employed in the design of novel E-Plane involving Ridge Coaxial Waveguide (RCWG) 
cross-sections. The computational tool developed is capable of calculating the field 
distribution of the waveguide for up to 50 modes. In the practical filter realizations 
considered in further chapters (X-Band) the cutoff frequency of higher order modes is 
above operating range, that is, the filters basically operate in dual mode. For that reason a 
detailed field distribution of the first TE and TM modes, as well as the TEM mode is 
presented.  
 
From the analysis performed, power normalisation of the TE/TM modes and TEM mode 
has been included. In fact these results will be of significant importance later on to exploit 
the asymmetric parallel coupled ridged waveguides for the bandpass filtering structures 
described (Chapter 4). Also the results are of relevance for the stopband and dual bandstop 
realizations investigated in Chapter 5. Numerical results haven been validated by 
comparing them with the partial results obtained thorough other techniques like method of 
moments for the TEM mode of the Single Ridge Coaxial Waveguide (section 3.3.4) or the 
particular case of a Coaxial Waveguide (section 3.3.3). Also the propagation characteristics 
of the first modes within a double ridged coaxial waveguide have been validated using a 
full wave simulation tool (HFSS). The results from this chapter are a solid basis for the 
filter modelling work of next chapters.   
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CHAPTER 4 
 
 
Parallel Coupled Resonators for Bandpass Filter Applications 
 
  4.1  INTRODUCTION 
Microwave filter configurations capable of providing selectively located transmission zeros 
are of interest as the improved stopband performance which those configurations can offer 
is a suitable solution to meet the increasing requirements for spectrum efficiency in modern 
communication systems [51]. In this context, cross-coupling of resonators, like the E-Plane 
filters described in section 2.3.2, is a widely employed technique to introduce additional 
transmission zeros in bandpass filters [53-58], including extra couplings from the original 
E-Plane configurations, like source-load coupling [57],[58]. However, the complexity in the 
physical implementation of cross-coupled filters typically increases with the order of the 
filter, introducing higher manufacturing costs. Inline configurations are often preferred 
solutions for the simplicity of the physical realisation. 
 
As depicted in chapter 2, an extensively investigated low-cost solution for the realisation of 
microwave filters is the thin all-metal insert split-block housing E-plane filter [19-23], [60-
67]. In order to overcome the poor stopband performance characteristic of E-Plane 
configurations increasing the filter order is not always a favourable solution, as this is 
associated with larger physical dimensions. It should be remarked the attractiveness of 
bandpass filters with selectively located transmission zeros, is that not only they can 
provide better skirt selectivity, but also improve stopband performance.  
 
Among the large effort carried out over the last years in that direction, evanescent mode 
filters, based on ridge waveguide resonators housed in waveguide of reduced cross-section 
were proposed as means to extend the out of band rejection [62-63]. Before that, 
transmission zeros by extraction were introduced in [31] using resonators printed on the 
same metal insert and within a uniform waveguide housing but this was at a cost of larger 
total length. Inductively coupled stopband stubs have also been proposed to improve the 
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attenuation slope by extracting attenuation poles [64]. However these solutions involve 
non-uniform waveguide housing. A different solution involved multiple metal-inserts as 
means to improve the stopband performance in [4], at the cost of fabrication complexity 
and/or dielectric losses.  
 
Introducing ridges in the resonators of E-plane filters slightly improved the stop-band 
performance within the same waveguide housing [65], however enhancement may not 
satisfy some applications. Based on that concept it was suggested a filter structure where 
the uniform waveguide resonators were periodically loaded with ridges [66], although 
improving the stop-band and reducing the size, does not selectively introduce transmission 
zeros. Similar disadvantages are associated with the integration of a low-pass with a pass-
band filter in an all-metal insert [17]. Recently, [67] a folded configuration has been 
proposed that allows cross-coupling between the resonators in order to produce a pseudo-
elliptic response [67], at the cost of fabrication complexity.  
 
In [43] a 3rd order E-plane filter compatible with the standard E-plane topology was 
demonstrated to produce sharp higher frequency roll-off implementing a transmission zero 
close to the passband. The topology in [43] involved asymmetric ridge waveguide 
resonators (Fig. 4-1a) coupled in series (e.g., as in [23]) as well as in parallel (Fig. 4-2b), 
hence significantly reducing the overall size. However this topology is not easily extended 
to higher order filters. More recently, second order filters with parallel coupled 
asymmetrical ridge waveguide resonators were demonstrated to produce selectively located 
transmission zeros [68].  
 
This chapter comprises further analysis of the configuration presented in [68] and 
investigate the extension of the concept to realizations with a higher number of resonators. 
We propose an equivalent circuit for this geometry based on an even-odd mode analysis 
[69-71], we demonstrate that the parallel coupling introduces transmission zeros due to the 
simultaneous propagation of the TEM and TE mode in the coupling section. For 
narrowband filters, this allows to control the coupling coefficient in the passband and also 
introduce transmission zeros out of band, similar to recent work in alternative topologies 
that involve mixed electric and magnetic coupling [72-73]. Following a theoretical analysis 
of this coupling, we proceed to outline a design procedure for filters of higher order. 
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Numerical and experimental results with a fourth order prototype will be provided for 
validation. 
 
  4.2  PARALLEL COUPLED RIDGED WAVEGUIDES 
The proposed topology involves two parallel coupled asymmetric ridge waveguides. As it 
can be followed in Fig. 4-1a section of ridge coaxial waveguide emerges when two 
asymmetric ridge waveguides are coupled in parallel (Fig. 4-1b). The schematic of this 
geometry is shown in Fig. 4-1c. In this section we analyse that structure by means of an 
equivalent circuit and demonstrate that it can produce one transmission zero. The study on 
the nature of the transmission zero since, it will be revealed the frequency of the 
transmission zero is strongly dependent on the length of the coupling section between 
asymmetric ridge waveguide, is the key element to show how a careful choice of L allows 
to selectively position the transmission zero.  
 
 
 
Fig. 4-1. (a) Asymmetric ridge waveguide, (b) Parallel coupling of asymmetric ridge 
waveguides, and (c) Ridge coaxial waveguide. 
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From the dispersion analysis of the proposed structure in terms of supported odd and even 
mode the guidelines of filter design are derived. The results obtained in section 4.2 are 
successfully employed in the design of bandpass filter configurations with selectively 
located transmission zeros. Numerical and experimental results are presented in section 4.3 
and 4.4. 
 
4.2.1  Equivalent electrical circuit 
The equivalent circuit of the structure depicted in Fig. 4-2a is shown in Fig. 4-2b. The ports 
represent the asymmetric ridge waveguides (Fig. 4-1a) at the two ends. The coupling 
section is modelled by a pair of parallel coupled transmission lines, corresponding to a four 
port network (which in [69] is termed general four-port chain) with two ports terminated to 
ZL.  
 
Port 2
LZ
LZ
2s
us
ds
s
1s
L
y
z
(a)
(b)
Port 1
Port 2
Port 1
 
Fig. 4-2. Side view schematic (a). Equivalent electrical circuit of two parallel coupled 
asymmetric ridge waveguides (b).  
 
The reactive loads, ZL, represent the terminations experienced at the two ends of the ridge 
coaxial waveguide section. From HFSS simulations is estimated an initial value of 300 Ω. 
The reflection and transmission coefficient of this 2-port circuit can be obtained through an 
even/odd mode analysis [69]. In [69] a general even-odd analysis of the four-port network 
was presented and the impedance matrices were derived. Moreover the interdigital and 
combline cases with short- and open-circuited ends were studied [69]. In [70] the case 
where the two ports on the same side of the four-port chain are terminated with reactive 
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load (combline topology) was studied and the transmission zero conditions were derived. In 
[71] transmission zero conditions for the parallel (interdigital) and antiparallel (combline) 
coupled line circuits were obtained. 
 
In the following we present the general impedance matrix for the interdigital parallel 
coupled line topology (Fig. 4-2b) and demonstrate that this structure can produce one 
selectively located transmission zero. We commence from the general impedance matrix 
4portZ of the four-port chain derived in [69]. Applying the impedance termination at the two 
diagonal ports and after some algebra, we obtain the following impedance matrix for the 
circuit of Fig. 4-2b: 
 
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡=⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
2
1
2221
1211
2
1
I
I
ZZ
ZZ
V
V
                                   (4-1) 
 
 
The impedance parameters of this matrix are given by 
 
BZAZZZZ 4port14
4port
12
4port
112211 ⋅+⋅+==                                  (4-2) 
AZBZZZZ 4port14
4port
12
4port
132112 ⋅+⋅+==                        (4-3) 
 
 
where  refer to the impedance parameters found in the first row of the 
general four-port network impedance matrix and have been derived in [69]. They are 
reproduced here for completeness. 
4port
14
4port
13
4port
12
4port
11 Z,Z,Z,Z
    [ ]o0oe0e4port11/12 cotθZcotθZ21jZ ±−=                               (4-4) 
[ ]o0oe0e4port13/14 cscθZcscθZ21jZ m−=                            (4-5) 
 
 
The electrical lengths of the odd, θο, and even, θε, mode are: 
 
Lβθ oo =       Lβθ ee =   
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The parameters A and B are obtained as: 
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Together with the characteristic impedances of the input and output port, these expressions 
predict the transmission and reflection characteristics of two parallel coupled transmission 
lines shown in Fig. 4-2b. As will be shown, this is a good model for the parallel coupled 
asymmetric ridge waveguides (Fig. 4-2a). In order to employ these expressions for the 
structure of Fig. 4-2a, the characteristic impedances and propagation constants of the 
structures involved (namely the ridge coaxial waveguide and the asymmetric ridge 
waveguide) are required. 
 
 
4.2.2   Parallel coupling of asymmetric ridge waveguides 
In order to demonstrate the performance of the ridge coaxial waveguide as a coupling 
section between two asymmetric ridge waveguides the equations derived in the previous 
section are implemented in matlab. Fig. 4-3 includes the position of the Transmission zeros 
predicted by the circuit model for the structure depicted in Fig. 4-2.  
 
The comparison between the results obtained from an implemented software based on the 
odd and even mode circuit analysis and a full wave commercial software [50] yields a good 
approximation when the termination impedance is set to be a fixed value of ZL=i300 within 
the X-Band.  All the calculations have been derived from the power-current definition of 
the impedance. 
. 
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Fig. 4-3. Transmission Zeros location for the structure depicted in Fig. 2 obtained for a fixed 
value of the Impedance Load, Z=i300, and comparison with full wave commercial software. 
Dimensions in mm: su=sd=2.23, s1=s2=2.1, s=1.5. 
 
However the termination impedance, ZL, is considered in general dispersive. Taking that 
into account a more accurate model can be implemented.  Fig. 4-4a shows the transmission 
coefficient (magnitude and phase) extracted from the structure depicted in Fig. 4-2 for four 
different values of the coupling length, L. All other dimensions are as in Fig. 4-3. For 
comparison, Fig. 4-4b shows the transmission coefficient as obtained from the circuit of 
Fig. 4-2 and equations (4-2) and (4-3) for the same values of the coupling lengths, L using 
the impedances and propagation constants of Fig. 4-3. For that model the Power-current 
definition has been employed to estimate the values of the termination impedance, ZL. The 
agreement between the two plots validates the equivalent circuit as a good qualitative 
model of the structure in Fig. 4-2a. Some discrepancies are attributed to the fact that the 
termination impedance, ZL, is in general dispersive. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
 
Fig. 4-4. Magnitude and Phase of S12 for the structures of Fig 2. (a) full wave simulation and 
(b) circuit model for different values of the coupling length, L. Dimensions as in Fig. 3. 
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Due to the different dispersion relations of modes in the ridge coaxial waveguide (Fig. 3-8), 
the coupling between the two asymmetrical ridge waveguides is strongly dispersive. The 
positive sign of the transmission coefficient phase at lower frequencies suggests a 
predominantly inductive coupling, which is associated with the TEM mode. At frequencies 
higher than the transmission zero, the negative phase of the transmission coefficient reveals 
that the coupling is predominantly capacitive, and is associated with the TE1 mode. This is 
depicted in Fig. 4-5 where the electric field distribution for the structure with L= 9mm is 
depicted at 7 GHz (inductive coupling) and at 12 GHz (capacitive coupling).  
 
The modal distributions of the TEM and TE1 mode can be respectively identified as 
dominant in either case respectively. At a certain frequency point the two contributions 
exactly cancel out, giving rise to a transmission zero. Significantly, the frequency of the 
transmission zero is strongly dependent on the length of the coupling section L, as the 
simulation results of Fig. 4-4 show in good agreement between them. Hence a careful 
choice of the coupling length, L, allows controlling the frequency of the transmission zero. 
 
   
 
                                             (a)                           (b) 
Fig. 4-5. Electric field distribution corresponding to the trace L=9 mm in Fig. 4-2 (a) at 7 
GHz and (b) at 12 GHz, showing predominant coupling through the TEM and TE10 modes 
respectively. 
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 4.3   FILTERS WITH SELECTIVELY LOCATED TRANSMISSION ZEROS 
In this section we employ parallel coupling of asymmetric ridge waveguide resonators and 
demonstrate that by varying the geometry it is possible to independently control the 
coupling coefficient within a narrow passband and the location of an out-of-band 
transmission zero. Initially we demonstrate that by varying the geometrical characteristics it 
is possible to achieve predominantly electric or magnetic coupling of a fixed magnitude. 
This is an indication of a mixed coupling mechanism [72-73], which is known to allow 
selectively located transmission zeros. Subsequently we proceed to produce design 
guidelines for inline E-plane filters with selectively located transmission zeros. Numerical 
and experimental results are presented for validation. 
 
 
 
 a 
b 
 
sus1 b
Ls10Lr1 
Lr2 
s2sd
s 
Ls23 Ls12
 
 
Fig. 4-6. Schematic of the two parallel coupled resonators concept 
 
4.3.1  Electric and magnetic coupling of resonators 
In order to demonstrate the mixed coupling mechanism, here we employ an example 
involving two pairs of parallel coupled asymmetrical ridge waveguide resonators. The two 
designs here are selected so that they yield the similar value of coupling coefficient but 
with opposite sign. Both designs are housed in X-band rectangular waveguide of cross-
section 22.86x10.16mm, and the metal insert thickness is t=0.1 mm. The resonator lengths 
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are 16 mm and in both cases they are symmetric with respect to the xz-plane. Referring to 
Fig. 4-2, in design 1, s=1.5 mm and the coupling length, L=12 mm. For design 2, s=2.25 
mm and the coupling length, L=5.25 mm. The transmission coefficient for the two designs 
upon weak external excitation, achieved by using input and output coupling septa equal to 8 
mm, is shown in Fig. 4-7. 
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Fig. 4-7. Transmission coefficient for two weakly excited asymmetrical ridge waveguide 
resonator designs coupled in parallel configuration exhibiting similar levels of electric and 
magnetic coupling with transmission zeros at frequencies higher and lower than the 
resonances respectively. 
 
The coupling between a pair of synchronously tuned resonators can be estimated from the 
split of the even and odd mode resonances upon weak external excitation [44] and is 
approximately 0.052 for both designs. The field distribution at the two resonant peaks for 
design 1 and 2 is shown in Fig. 4-8 and Fig. 4-9 respectively. As shown, the even resonance 
(which respects a magnetic symmetry) for design 1 occurs at lower frequencies than the 
odd resonance (which respects an electric symmetry). This reveals a predominantly 
magnetic coupling. On the contrary, the odd resonance for design 2 occurs at lower 
frequencies than the even resonance, revealing a predominantly electric coupling. The even 
and odd resonant frequencies are also marked in Fig. 4-7 for convenience. As is common in 
the case with mixed coupled resonators [72-73], the transmission zero swaps either side of 
the passband when the coupling mechanism changes. 
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                                  (a)                                      (b) 
Fig. 4-8. Lower zero prototype with weak external coupling (a) E-field at the first resonance 
8.74 GHz  and (b) at the second resonance  9.2 GHz. Dimensions (in mm):Lr=16; s=1.5, 
Ls12=12, a=22.86, b=10.16, s1= s2= 2.1, su= sd= 2.23. The thickness of the insert is 100 µm 
 
   
 
                     (a)                                                  (b) 
Fig. 4-9. Upper zero prototype with weak external coupling (a) E-field at the first resonance 
8.81 GHz and (b) at the second resonance 9.28 GHz .Dimensions (in mm): Lr= 16, s= 2.25, 
Ls12= 4.5, a=22.86, b=10.16, s1= s2= 2.1, su= sd= 2.23. The thickness of the insert is 100 µm. 
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A rigorous study of the coupling coefficient and the frequency of the transmission zero 
based on the geometrical characteristics of the coupling structure has been undertaken 
employing pairs of synchronously tuned resonators of length 16 mm, such as those depicted 
in Fig. 4-8 and Fig. 4-9. Symmetric structures with respect to the xz-plane have been 
considered with reference to Fig. 2, we report the outcome for three different values of the 
parameter s and varying coupling length, L, and vice versa. The location of the transmission 
zero and the derived coupling coefficient are reported in Fig. 4-10 and Fig. 4-11 
respectively. For the sign of the coupling coefficient we have employed the usual 
convention, where positive coupling corresponds to predominantly electric coupling [56]. 
22
22
evenodd
evenodd
ff
ffk +
−=                                                        (4-8) 
Careful investigation along a curve with a minimum reveals that the even and odd 
resonance swap in frequency close to the minimum, which corresponds to change in sign of 
the coupling coefficient into a negative value. Significantly, this study reveals that the 
parallel coupling of asymmetrical ridge waveguide resonators allows to independently 
control the value of the coupling coefficient and the location of the transmission zero, as 
also experimentally corroborated in [68]. Moreover, the parametric curves of Fig. 4-10 and 
Fig. 4-11 can be employed for the initial design of the dimensions of filters with selectively 
located transmission zeros. 
 
 
Fig. 4-10. Selectively positioning of the Transmission zeros produced by a synchronously 
coupled asymmetrical ridge waveguide resonators of length 16 mm with varying separation.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Fig. 4-11. Coupling coefficient control of a synchronously coupled asymmetrical ridge 
waveguide resonators varying separation, L (a) and s (b) Other dimensions as in Fig. 9. 
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In Fig. 4-11 is revealed an increasing coupling towards predominately magnetic (electric) 
coupling as larger (shorter) the coupling length or the vertical separation between the 
resonator is. From equation (4-8) can be seen that is due on how the split resonance shift for 
diferent coupling mechanism. At the point where k=0 the two resonances swap from lower 
to upper frequencies and vice versa, is then when also the transmission zero shifts from 
lower to upper/ upper to lower stopband. 
 
 
4.3.2  Second order bandpass filter design 
In order to demonstrate the practical application of the elements described in the previous 
section, Fig. 4-12 presents a series of approximate second order filter designs obtained 
using full wave simulation software Ansoft HFSS. Passbands are centered at 8.9 GHz and 
and transmission zeros are located at diferent positions. In particular, Fig. 4-12a shows a 
parametric study varying the overlap length Ls12 for an arrangement with Lr1=Lr2=16 mm, 
s1=s2=2.1 mm, s=1.7 mm, which produces a transmission zero in the upper stopband. As 
shown, increasing Ls12 results in narrower passbands, due to the reduced coupling 
coefficient between the two resonators (see Fig. 4-11a). Moreover, in accordance to Fig. 4-
10, for increasing Ls12, the transmission zero emerges at increasingly lower frequencies 
approaching the upper cutoff. A similar graph is shown in Fig. 4-12b for transmission zeros 
located in the lower stopband. To illustrate the possibility to selectively position the 
transmission zero in this case, several parameters of the filter had to be adjusted. 
Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 4-12, the arrangement of Fig. 4-6 allows for selective 
location of the transmission zeros on either side of the passband. 
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 (a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 4-12. Second order filters with passband centred approximately at 8.9GHz and 
transmission zeros located in the (a) upper and (b) lower stopband. Dimensions (in mm) (a) 
Lr1= Lr2= 16, s1= s2= 2.1, s= 1.7 and (b) varying dimensions. 
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 4.3.2.1  Numerical and experimental results 
 
To demonstrate the above, two second order filter X-band prototypes have been designed to 
produce approximately the same passband characteristics but a sharp roll-off on either the 
lower or higher frequency cutoff. In the following these will be referred to as the Lower 
and Upper Transmission Zero (TZ) prototype respectively. The dimensions (in mm) for the 
Lower TZ prototype are Lr1= Lr2= 16, s1= s2= 2.1, s= 1.5 Ls12= 11.4 while for the Upper TZ 
prototype they are Lr1= Lr2= 16, s1= s2= 2.1, s= 1.7, Ls12= 8.4.  
 
 
Fig. 4-13. Simulated and measured transmission coefficient for the Lower TZ and Upper TZ 
designed filter prototypes (a). Dimensions depicted in Table 4-1 (in mm). 
 
Prototype Lr1 Lr2 s1 s2 s Ls12 Ls10 Ls23
Lower TZ 16 16 2.1 2.1 1.5 11.4 1 1 
Upper TZ 16 16 2.1 2.1 1.7 8.4 1 1 
 
Table 4-1. Dimensions (in mm) of the Lower and Upper TZ prototypes designed (see Fig. 4-6). 
 
 
The simulated transmission coefficient for the two prototypes is shown in Fig. 4-13 (dashed 
lines). The simulated reflection coefficient is shown in Fig. 4-14a and Fig. 4-14b for the 
Lower and Upper TZ prototype respectively. 
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 (a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 4-14 Simulated and measured reflection coefficient for the Lower TZ (a) and Upper TZ  
(b) designed filter prototype. Dimensions in mm depicted in Table 4-1. 
 
The passband for both filters is to a good approximation between 8.75GHz and 9.10GHz. 
Although there is a difference of about 10dB in the maximum value of the reflection 
coefficient, both maintain reflection levels below -15dB, hence demonstrating the selective 
positioning of the transmission zero. The transmission zeros are located at 8.6GHz and 9.45 
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GHz for the Lower TZ and Upper TZ prototype respectively. This produces a sharp roll-off 
rate at the lower and upper cutoff frequency respectively. The spurious harmonic resonance 
is above 14 GHz for both prototypes. This is more than 1 GHz improvement compared to 
the conventional E-plane filters, e.g. [58]. Moreover, the total lengths are 22.4 mm and 25.4 
mm for the Lower TZ and Upper TZ respectively. This compares to about 46 mm required 
for a conventional second order E-plane filter of reference [58], corresponding to about 
50% size reduction. Shifting of the measured reflection compared to the simulated is 
atributed to the fabrication tolerances: the milling procedure employed got estimated a 
sensitivity of  about 50± mµ ,  which in terms of the physical length of the resonator means 
a shif in frequency as that shown in Fig. 4-14b. 
 
In order to validate the simulations, the two prototypes have been fabricated. A 100µm 
copper foil has been routed to etch the filter circuit, which was mounted in a machined 
brass waveguide housing. A photograph of the two prototypes is shown in Fig. 4-15. The 
prototypes were measured in an HP8510 vector network analyser, using commercial X-
band flanges. The calibration was made to the level of the coaxial cable. The comparison of 
the simulated results with the measured results shown in Fig. 4-13, reveal a good 
agreement, validating the possibility to selectively locate the transmission zero. Fig. 4-14a 
and 4-14b reveal a frequency shift between 50 and 100MHz. This is attributed to the 
fabrication process tolerances.  
 
 
Fig. 4-15. Photograph of the fabricated second order filter prototypes. Total lengths are 25.4 
mm and 22.4 mm for the Upper TZ (left) and Lower TZ (right) respectively. 
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4.3.2.2   Tolerances analysis 
 
A fabrication tolerance analysis for the filter configurations of Fig. 4-6 is reported in this 
section. A parametric study is presented to evaluate the effect of fabrication tolerances in 
the filter performance. From the filter realizations of Fig. 4-13, with dimension specified in 
Table 4-1, small dimension variations up to the fabrication accuracy are considered to 
validate the fabrication technique employed. 
 
This section contains some parametric studies in order to demonstrate one of the main 
advantages of the filter realizations presented:, namely low-cost fabrication reliability. In 
order to prove the validity of the photo-etching technique for the fabrication of filters 
involving parallel coupled resonators, here a set of parametric studies for each one of the 
prototypes designed, fabricated and tested in the previous chapters is presented. Numerical 
results are presented commencing from the original dimensions of the prototypes described 
in Chapter 4, and the filter performance considering random dimensional variations of ±50 
µm are assessed. The target here is to assess the fabrication tolerances in terms of the final 
response of the filter.  
 
The parametric analysis is first made for the second order prototypes. The most sensitive 
dimension parameters with the coupling are: the vertical separation and coupling lengths 
respectively, S1 and S2 and L (see Fig. 4-6). The study has covered the tolerance range of 
the photo-etching technique employed for the fabrication of the prototypes, which is 
estimated to be no more than ±20 µm. However extending that sensitivity range, the 
parametric studies shown are based on ±50 µm variations of s and L (see Fig. 4-6) from the 
ideal prototypes design values. 
 
The starting dimensions for this tolerance study are those reported in Table 4-1 for both the 
lower and upper zero prototypes designed. Fig. 5-1 includes a study for the basic second 
order prototypes with Upper Transmission Zero (a) and Lower Transmission Zero (b) 
respectively.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 4-16. Fabrication tolerance of the second order bandpass filter prototype with Upper 
(a) Lower Transmission Zeros (b). 
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 4.4    SYNTHESIS OF HIGHER ORDER FILTERS 
This section contains all the elements required for higher order realization of bandpass 
filters with parallel coupled resonators.  In section 4.4.1 it is reported by means of a 
realization example using the general design guidelines towards higher order filters with 
parallel coupled resonator configurations. These general design guidelines are derived from 
a technique suggested in reference [74]. As described in 4.4.1, the technique is based on the 
matching of the group delay of the reflection coefficient. The adapted synthesis procedure 
is proved very efficient to design fourth order bandpass prototypes with two transmission 
zeros located at desired frequencies. The first step is to design a classical direct-coupled 
filter of the same order opperating at the frequency and with bandwidth as desired for the 
novel filter. Then, the phase of the group delay values for the designed classical filter is 
extracted. Finally, the novel filter (with parallel coupled resonators) is modelled step by 
step as described in section 4.4.1 in order to match those group delay values of the classical 
filter.  
 
Although the implemented technique employed in this realization example is considered 
suitable for any other topologies, an alternative approach is also included in Appendix C. 
That procedure is based on the well known method of mode matching at surface 
discontinuities, Appendix C contains the derivation of the scattering matrix for such 
particular surface discontinuity, which can be also of interest for the integration within a 
numerical tool involving the analysis of other waveguide discontinuities. However the Ness 
procedure is considered sufficient and much easier to be implemented, so on is the one to 
follow thorough below. A prototype has been fabricated and experimentally tested 
following those derived guidelines. 
 
4.4.1   Phase of group delay matching technique 
Higher order filters can be realised employing a cascade of series and parallel coupled 
resonators, implementing an in-line prototype. Each pair of parallel coupled resonators can 
in general introduce one selectively located transmission zero. The schematic of a 4th order 
filter (cross-section) which can produce up to 2 transmission zeros is shown in Fig. 4-16. 
Here we employ this topology as an example to demonstrate a practical X-band filter 
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centred at about 8.8 GHz. The synthesis of a narrowband filter commences by extracting 
the coupling matrix for the in-line prototype that satisfies the passband requirements. These 
coupling coefficients are obtained from a code implemented for classical direct-coupled 
filters. 
The in-band coupling matrix of the prototype for this example is selected: 
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−
−−
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101 02xk                        (4-9) 
 
 
 
That yields a reflection coefficient in the passband is at the -20 dB level. The filter is 
designed at X-band with 3 dB passband between 8.5 GHz and 8.75 GHz. For the purposes 
of this example we have selected the transmission zeros at frequencies adjacent to the 
passband (8.3 GHz and 9 GHz respectively) in order to improve the skirt selectivity. 
 
The initial height of the resonators, sr, is selected between one quarter and one fifth of the 
waveguide housing. In this example we chose this value to be 2.1 mm. The starting value 
for the resonator’s lengths is selected using dispersion diagrams, such as those in Fig. 4-3, 
so that the resonators are about half of the guided wavelength. Here we commence with Lr= 
16 mm. 
 
 The starting dimensions for the geometrical features of the parallel couplings (L1,2 and s1,2) 
are obtained with the assistance of parametric curves such as those in Fig. 4-10 and Fig. 4-
11. In particular from Fig. 4-10 we select the possible combinations of parallel coupling 
lengths, L, and distance, s, that yield the transmission zeros at the required frequencies. 
Subsequently, among the possible pairs of L and s for each pair, we select the one that 
produces the required coupling coefficient using Fig. 4-11. The series coupling and external 
quality factors are implemented in the usual way for E-plane filters [1],[19-20],[53-65]. 
This procedure yields a good starting value for the filter dimensions. 
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 Fig. 4-17. Schematic of the fourth order filter including two parallel-coupled pairs of 
resonators. 
 
In order to further improve the initial estimation, and therefore reduce the computational 
effort required for the optimisation, the procedure outlined in [74] can be employed. The 
resonators can be detuned by introducing a shorting septum halfway along their length. By 
shorting all the resonators but the first, the group delay of the reflection coefficient is 
numerically estimated and selected to match one of the prototype.  
 
The procedure is repeated in stages by removing the next shorting septum and matching the 
group delay of the reflection coefficient. In Fig. 4-17a it is shown the matching level 
achieved after the first stage. For a filter of the 4th order, this procedure involves three steps, 
which are schematically depicted above the legend of Fig. 4-17b. Identically it is proceed 
for the remaining stages. 
 
A final optimization step involves setting the septa length, e3, and a small correction of the 
dimensions in order to achieve the performance of the filter described. The group delays 
numerically obtained for each stage are shown in Fig. 4.17b and match to a good 
approximation to those predicted for an in-line Chebyshev filter of the 4th order. The final 
dimensions of the filter as obtained from this procedure are: sr1= sr2= sr3= sr4= 2.1 mm, 
Lr1= 16.94 mm, Lr2= 17.32 mm, Lr3= 17.54 mm, Lr4= 17.00 mm, L1= 10.62 mm, L2= 9.47 
mm, s1= 2.18 mm, su1= 2.11 mm, sd1= 2.11 mm, s2= 1.92 mm, su2= 2.21 mm, sd2= 2.27 mm, 
s2= 1.48 mm, e1= 0.83 mm, e2= 7.28 mm, e3= 0.85 mm.  
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Fig. 4-18. Matching of the Group the delay of the transmission coefficient at stage 1 (a),  
here three of the resonators are shorted. Group delay of the reflection coefficient after 
optimisation for the three stages (b) of tuning the dimensions of the 4th order filter of Fig. 
4.16 according to the procedure outlined in [74]. The layout of the E-plane insert for each 
stage is schematically depicted above the legend. 
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4.4.2    Numerical and experimental results 
The simulated in-band and out-of-band response of the designed filter is shown in Fig. 4-
18a. The reflection coefficient in the passband is below -20 dB. For comparison, the out-of-
band response of a conventional E-plane filter that implements the same coupling matrix is 
also shown in Fig. 4-18a. The rejection at 8.3 GHz and 9 GHz is improved by about 30 dB 
as a result of the transmission zeros. Moreover the overall lengths for the proposed and the 
conventional filters are 57.64 and 108.41 mm respectively (see Fig. 4-19), meaning a 53% 
reduction for the proposed filter. In addition, the emergence of the spurious resonances is 
extended for about 1.5 GHz as a result of the asymmetric ridge waveguide dispersion. This 
value represents a 13% shift, which is similar to the normalized value of the prototype with 
wider WG section presented in Fig. 2-4. On the other hand, the narrow gap of the 
resonators results in increased ohmic losses. The predicted insertion loss in the passband for 
the proposed filter with a copper E-plane insert in aluminium waveguide housing as 
obtained with HFSS is of the order of -0.4 dB.  For the conventional filter this reduces to -
0.25 dB. However the latter would increase for a filter of higher order, which would be 
required to achieve skirt selectivity comparable to that of the proposed filter. 
 
In order to validate the above, the designed filter has been fabricated and experimentally 
tested. A routing procedure was employed for the etching of a copper foil of thickness 100 
µm. A photograph of the insert is shown in the inset of Fig. 4-18a. An aluminium split-
block waveguide housing fabricated using traditional milling procedures was employed. 
The filter was tested and the simulated results are superimposed on Fig. 4-18b. Good 
agreement between the measured and simulated results is obtained. The measured losses in 
agree well with the simulations. The slightly higher measured losses are attributed to the 
roughness introduced during etching of the insert. Improved experimental performance can 
be achieved by photoetching and silver plating the metal insert. 
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(a) 
 
 
 
(b) 
 
Fig. 4-19. Simulated and measured response in the passband (a). Simulated and measured 
out of band response as well as response of conventional E-plane filter implementing the 
same coupling matrix implementing the same bandwidth (b). The dimensions in mm are 
included in Table 4-2. 
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Lr1 Lr2 Lr3 Lr4 L1 L2 e1 e2 e3 t 
16.94 17.32 17.54 17 10.62 9.47 0.83 7.28 0.85 0.1 
sr1 sr2 sr3 sr4 s1 s2 su1 sd1 su2 sd2
2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 1.74 1.48 2.11 2.11 2.21 2.27 
 
Table 4-2. Dimensions (in mm) of the designed 4th order filter (Fig. 4-16). 
 
 
 
  
(a)       
 
 
(b) 
Fig. 4-20. Photograph of prototype fabricated prototypes. Dimensions as in Table 4-2. The 
total length of the bandpass filter with selectively located Transmission Zeros (a) is 57.64 
mm, while the conventional prototype (b) used for comparison is 108.41 mm. 
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4.4.3   Tolerances analysis 
In similar manner a study for the fourth order bandpass filter configuration presented in Fig 
4-16 is shown in Fig 5-2. For the tolerance range study of the fourth order prototype the 
most sensitive parameters affecting the coupling are the vertical separation between 
resonators, the coupling lengths and the distance between the second and third resonator, 
S1,2 and L1,2 and e2, respectively. Once again, random variations of ±50 µm for those 
parameters are considered.  
 
Fig. 4-21. Fabrication tolerance study of the fourth order bandpass filter prototype under 
random ±50 µm perturbation of coupling sensitive dimensions S1,2 and L1,2 and e2 (other 
dimensions as reported in Fig. 4-18). 
 
In essence the results show up to a good extend that at the opperating frequencies of the 
filter, fabrication tolerances of the milling procedure employed are within are within a 
reasonable range of sensitivity. 
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4.5   SUMMARY 
In this chapter a new topology of E-plane filters compatible with the traditional low-cost 
single metal insert in a split-block housing topology has been proposed. The proposed 
filters consist of asymmetric ridge waveguide resonators coupled in series and in parallel. 
By means of equivalent circuits as well as full-wave simulations it was demonstrated in 
first place that the parallel coupling of the resonators can introduce a selectively located 
transmission zero provided a realisation of a predetermined coupling coefficient. An 
efficient synthesis procedure method has been outlined and the concept has been 
demostrated by means of examples. Second and fourth order prototypes have been 
fabricated and tested. In summary it has been shown that improved out-of-band rejection 
can be achieved by virtue of the transmission zeros, significantly reducing the total size, in 
a trade-off involving small increment of the insertion loss in the passband.  
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CHAPTER 5 
 
 
Quality Factor Assessment of an Uniform Resonator and of a Periodically 
Loaded Resonator 
 
5.1   INTRODUCTION 
E-Plane filters have been preferred solutions due to their manufacturing simplicity. A 
favourable feature is the performance reliability  in conjunction with the compatibility with 
low-cost fabrication techniques (e.g. photolithographic processes). This chapter examines 
several realisation considerations for the proposed E-plane filter topologies. The following 
sections include studies intended to clarify the limitations of the technology, but also 
highlight some directions towards the performance optimisation of future filter realisations. 
In particular, the following aspects are being investigated: 
 
• Q factor assessment- Passband insertion loss improvement and its limits. 
• Miniaturization- Further size reduction by periodically loaded resonators. 
  
Analysis of the limitations as well as suggestions for the enhancement of the technology is 
addressed in section 5.3. The Quality factor assessment of the E-plane ridge waveguide 
resonator is obtained for different heights of the ridges. The objective of that study is to 
evaluate the limitations in the performance of future filter realizations in terms of passband 
losses. Studies on the finite conductivity of the printed circuit and mounted waveguide as 
well as finite thickness of the insert are presented.  
 
Section 5.4 is devoted to discuss the final size of the filter. Athough the parallel coupled 
resonators topology has already demonstrated a size reduction of over 50% when compared 
with those standard filter of similar requirements, some elements to achieve even further 
final size reduction are presented in section 5.4. The idea is defended presenting in similar 
manner as in section 5.3, the Q factor assessment of a periodically loaded resonator. 
Numerical and experimental results are included to quantify those improvements can be 
achieved. 
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 5.2   QUALITY FACTOR OF A WAVEGUIDE RESONATOR ANALYSIS 
The quality factor of a resonant system is in general defined as the average energy stored 
per period of oscillation over the energy loss per second [85]. For a resonator in isolation, 
energy loss comes solely through thermal dissipation and this case corresponds to the 
unloaded quality factor definition, QU [85]. A resonator that is excited externally is 
invariably coupled to other circuitry. As a result some power exchange with the external 
circuitry occurs and the overall quality factor, or loaded Q, QL, is in practice reduced 
compared to QU. For reasonably narrowband resonators it can be shown that the loaded and 
unloaded quality factors, QL and QU, are given by: 
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Where 0ω  and dB3ω∆  are the resonant frequency and the 3dB bandwidth of the resonator 
respectively.  is the insertion loss at (dBS21 ) 0ω . 
 
The following analysis provides a characterisation of the Quality factor of the proposed 
filter resonators, and evaluates routes to design filter prototypes which resonators carry 
higher Q and hence are optimal to design filters with improved performance like suitable 
for higher fractional bandwidths and/or with reduced insertion loss in the bandwidth.  
 
The heigth of a waveguide resonator was reported in [20] to be directly related with its 
quality factor. In particular the following study quantifies how much is the ratio of the 
Loaded and Unloaded Q when varying s.  
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 Fig. 5-1. Schematic of the one resonator configuration employed to extract the quality factor. 
 
The study commences by modeling the resonator filter scheme of Fig. 5-3, using a full-
wave commercial simulation software. Varying the height of the resonator from s=1.2 mm 
to s=10.16mm (no ridges) the resonant frequencies for a set of resonator height s, are 
produced, those are superimposed and depicted in Fig. 5-4. It should be noted that the study 
includes the value of s=2.1mm, which is the height corresponding the resonators involved 
in the passband filter prototypes designed in the previous chapter. 
 
Fig. 5-2. Resonant frequencies obtained for varying the resonator height. Dimensions (in 
mm): a=22.86, b=10.16, Lres=16, Ls=10; s=var,  s1= s2= var.  The thickness of the insert is 
100 µm. 
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 From the results obtained, therefore the loaded and unloaded Q can be easily extracted 
applying the corresponding values on equations (5-1) and (5-2). The Q factor assessment is 
shown in Fig. 5-5, where it can be seen how much the Unloaded Quality factor increases in 
terms of the resonator height. The passband filter prototypes designed in chapter 4 were 
initially designed from resonators of 2.1 mm height for which the unloaded Q is about 
2500. Fig. 4-11 and Fig. 4-12 demonstrate similar filter requirements can be satisfied 
starting from resonators of longer heights, that is, identical operating frequency, level of 
coupling and location of Transmission Zeros. For a resonator of height equal 4 mm, the 
associated Unloaded Q can be increased up to 3200, which represent a 30% increment. As 
the insertion loss is inversely proportional to the resonator unloaded Q that would 
effectively lead to improve the passband limitations and hence further realizations can be 
suitable for higher performance requirements. 
 
 
Fig. 5-3. Loaded and Unloaded Q in terms of the physical height of the resonator. 
Dimensions as in Fig. 5-4. 
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5.2.1  Asymmetrically positioned resonator 
The previous study is based on a resonator of identical size to those from the prototypes 
design (varying s) symmetrically located in the waveguide housing; however in the parallel 
coupling scheme the resonators are not etched in the centre. The purpose of the following 
study is to demonstrate that shifting slightly from the centre a resonator (maintaining other 
dimensions identical) the associated Unloaded Quality factor of the resonator is not 
substantially affected. 
 
Fig. 5-6 shows that the Unloaded Q of a resonator centred (d=0) is approximately equal 
(2500) to a resonator of identical dimensions shifted 2mm from the centre (d=2mm 
corresponding to the position of the prototypes optimized in Chapter). Suggesting the 
Quality factor analysis from section 5-3, and further conclusions, are essentially valid for 
the particular case of those resonators etched slighly shifted from the centre.   
 
Fig. 5-4. Loaded and unloaded Q considering a resonator asymetrically etched. Dimensions: 
a=22.86, b=10.16, Lres=16, Ls=10; s=2.1, s1= b-s-s2-d. Prototypes about 2 mm shifted from 
the centre. Other dimensions as in Fig. 5-2. 
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5.2.2   Variation with the conductivity of the metal insert 
The insertion loss in the passband of the filters can be improved by using inserts made of 
metals with higher finite conductivity. Fig. 5-9 shows the comparison of the Unloaded Q 
for a copper insert (the one it was employed for the fabrication) and silver. The Unloaded Q 
is increased from 2500 to 2600 for a resonator of the dimensions employed in the filter 
prototypes (s=2.1mm). However the increment is bigger in the scenario where resonators 
are of larger physical height. A resonator of 6mm etched in silver has an unloaded Q of 
4200 compared to less than 4000 of the one etched in copper, since the conductivity of 
silver is better than the one of copper by a factor of about 1.057. 
 
 
Fig. 5-5. Comparison of the Unloaded Q for two different metal insert: copper (employed in 
the fabrication of the prototypes) and silver. Dimensions as in Fig. 5-4. 
 
 
5.2.3   Variation with the thickness of the insert 
In similar manner it is interesting to see the effect of the thickness on the Unloaded Q. By 
increasing the thickness of the fabricated prototypes from 100 µm up to 4 mm the 
Unloaded Q is significantly decreased. This can be due to the fact in the thin metallic 
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septum the electromagnetic fields penetrate into the coupling region left and right from the 
septum and hence increases the electrical length significantly rather than for wider 
thicknesses. Hence it is justified the original thickness as optimal. 
 
 
Fig. 5-6. Loaded and unloaded Q varying t. Dimensions: a=22.86, b=10.16, Lres=16, Ls=10; 
s=2.1, , s1= s2= 4.03. Thickness variable. Other dimensions as in Fig. 5-4. 
 
5.3   SIZE REDUCTION FOR THE PERIODICALLY LOADED RESONATOR 
The idea to achieve further reduction of the waveguide resonator length and hence the final 
filter size is based on the elements reported in [17]. Here the quality factor of microwave 
resonators miniaturized by virtue of periodic loading is assessed. A total of five X-band 
resonators in E-plane design with different miniaturization factors have been designed to 
resonate at approximately the same frequency.  
 
The loaded quality factor is extracted from the fractional bandwidth and subsequently 
employed to estimate the unloaded quality factor. The study reveals that the unloaded 
quality factor drops approximately linearly with the miniaturization. Those results can be 
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useful to asses further size reduction in the filter configurations previously reported. Full 
wave simulated and experimental results are presented to validate the study. 
5.3.1  Periodically loaded waveguides     
Periodically loaded E-plane waveguides have in the past been employed for the realisation 
of bandpass filters with miniaturized resonators [17, 77] and integrated lowpass-bandpass 
filters with improved stopband performance [24]. Miniaturization of resonators is achieved 
by virtue of the slow-wave effect, according to which the phase velocity and the guided 
wavelength of the slow wave are significantly reduced relative to those of a wave 
propagating in a comparable homogeneous line.  
 
The miniaturization factor of a periodically loaded transmission line typically depends on 
the periodicity as well as the internal geometry of each unit cell, that was demonstrated for 
periodically loaded E-plane waveguides in [17]. Slow-wave regions in periodic 
transmission lines are typically separated by electromagnetic band gaps, which are 
exploited to produce the lowpass response in the case of E-plane filters [17, 77]. In [17] it 
was demonstrated that transmission zeros emerge in the bandgap due to the resonant nature 
of the periodic loading. 
 
Despite such favorable characteristics, propagation in periodic structures is associated with 
increased thermal losses. This deteriorates the quality factor of miniaturized periodically 
loaded resonators, which reflects in higher insertion loss and poorer selectivity in filters of 
higher order. The trade-off between miniaturization and quality factor is general in 
microwave resonators beyond periodically loaded ones (e.g. dielectric filling, step 
impedance resonators etc.). This in turn poses the requirement for a quantitative assessment 
between the miniaturization and the quality factors. For the case of periodically loaded E-
plane resonators, such an assessment has yet to appear. 
 
A thorough investigation of the quality factor for periodically loaded resonators with 
different miniaturization factors is presented. Those elements are considered of practical 
interest for the design of filter applications involving demanding Quality factor and 
physical size considerations. Using numerical and experimental results, we draw design 
curves that quantify the trade-off between miniaturization and unloaded quality factor.  
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5.3.2  Unloaded Q assessment 
 In order to compare the quality factors for periodically loaded resonators, we have 
designed a series of four periodically loaded E-plane resonators and one uniform E-plane 
resonator all resonant at the same frequency. The realization is based on the all metal insert 
split-block housing E-plane topology [18], which is compatible with traditional printing 
techniques. A schematic layout of the resonator geometry is shown in Fig. 5-12. The ridge 
waveguide loads behave as series LC loads [17]. The operation of the periodic E-plane 
resonator is typically below the resonant frequency of the LC loads. By reducing the gap, s, 
the guided wavelength shrinks so that if all other dimensions remain constant, the resonant 
frequency would drop.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5-7. Layout of the periodically loaded waveguide housing resonator 
 
 
 
5.3.2.1   Numerical and experimental results 
 
In order to maintain the resonant frequency at a fixed value, for every lower value of the 
gap, s, we also reduce the separation L2. The commercial FEM software tool is used for the 
numerical optimization of the pairs (G, L2) in order to produce 5 resonators all at the same 
central frequency. Loaded and Unloaded Q are extracted from equations (5-1) and (5-2). A 
homogeneous resonator (where s= b) was designed also using HFSS. In all cases the input 
and output coupling septa were fixed at r=5mm. The thickness of the metal insert is 
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assumed to be 100µm for all resonators. The transverse dimensions of all six resonators are 
given in Table 5-1. 
 
 
 
 s= 1 mm s= 3 mm s= 5 mm s= 7 mm s=b= 10.16 mm 
Lw (mm) 1 1 1 1 n/a 
Lr (mm) 0.5 1.31 1.9 2.25 n/a 
L (mm) 8 12.86 16.4 18.5 19.52 
Miniaturisation 
(L/19.52 %) 
41% 66% 84% 95% 100% 
QU (exp) 632 1537 2553 3001 3465 
 
Table 5-1. Dimensions of periodic waveguide resonators structures depicted in Fig. 5-9. All 
resonant at the same frequency of 8.82 GHz. 
 
 
The simulated transmission coefficient for all resonators of Table 5-1 is shown in Fig. 5.10. 
The resonant frequency is approximately 8.82 GHz in all cases. In the simulation, the metal 
insert is assumed to be made of copper and the waveguide housing of aluminium. As 
shown, the 3dB fractional bandwidth and the minimum insertion loss increases for more 
miniaturized designs. In order to quantify the increase of the fractional bandwidth, Fig. 
5.11a shows the loaded quality factor, QL, as calculated from the responses of Fig. 5-10 and 
using equation (5-1). Fig. 5.11b shows the estimated unloaded quality factor as calculated 
from equation (5-2). In both graphs the quality factors are plotted against the length of the 
resonator, L, normalized to the length of the homogeneous resonator with s= b.  
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Fig. 5-8. Simulated insertion loss of the 5 prototypes with dimensions as in table 5-1. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 5-9. Simulated and measured (a) Loaded and (b) Unloaded Quality factors for the 
resonators of Table 5-1. 
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As shown in Fig. 5-11b, the unloaded quality factor reduces approximately linearly with the 
normalized resonator length. The loaded quality factor, QL, depicted in Fig. 5-11a is about 
one order of magnitude reduced compared to the unloaded quality factor, QU. This is 
attributed to the power exchange between the resonator and the input and output port, 
which is determined by the reflectivity of the coupling discontinuity. Longer coupling 
septa, r, produce more weakly coupled resonators that correspond to higher loaded quality 
factors.  
 
In order to validate the above, the designed resonators have been fabricated and 
experimentally tested. A routing procedure was employed for the etching of a copper foil of 
thickness 100 µm. A split-block waveguide housing milled in aluminium was employed. A 
photograph of the prototypes is shown in Fig. 5-13. The resonators were experimentally 
measured and the experimentally determined loaded and unloaded quality factors are 
superimposed in Fig. 5-11. Good agreement is observed between the simulated and 
measured results. This suggests that the despite the rough edges on the copper insert as a 
result of the routing procedure, the quality factor is not significantly deteriorated. Fig. 5-
11b provides a useful guide for the designer, in order to predict the insertion loss of a 
higher order filter based on the degree of miniaturisation. 
 
 
Fig. 5-10. Photograph of the HP8510 vector network analyser employed. 
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Fig. 5-11.  Photograph of the periodically loaded resonators fabricated by etching. 
 
5.4   SUMMARY  
In conclusion, reliability of low cost fabrication has been demonstrated and two new ideas 
in order to improve the performance of further realizations have been outlined. The first 
one intended to achieve reduction of insertion losses in the passband by introducing 
resonators with higher Unloaded Q: that is demonstrated for resonators of higher heights, 
also considering metal inserts of higher finite conductivity than the copper one employed. 
The second idea proposed outlined how to achieve filters with even further size reduction: 
numerical and experimental results demonstrate the assessment of miniaturization of the 
resonator by introducing loads not deteriorating significantly the Unloaded Q of the 
resonator. In summary those elements offer potential solutions for narrowband filter 
realizations keeping the advantages of those designs presented in Chapter 4 but making 
them suitable for more strict requirements.  
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CHAPTER 6 
 
Further In-Line Filter Applications 
 
 
6.1   INTRODUCTION 
The main motivation which entailed to the full characterization of the Ridge Coaxial 
waveguide (RCWG) stemed from the potential passband filter applications devised in 
filters with coupled resonators [87-92]. The property of strongly dispersive coupling which 
introduces a transmission zero exhibited in parallel-coupled asymmetric ridge waveguides 
has been demonstrated useful for bandpass filter applications.  However, the extent of the 
electromagnetic analysis performed on that structure can be of benefit to investigate other 
devices beyond the bandpass filters originally  intended.  
 
The present chapter is devoted to describe a couple of novel applications derived from the 
reported properties of parallel-coupled asymmetric ridge waveguides. The first one 
comprises the realization of bandstop and dual bandstop filters. The concept is based on 
similar elements (strongly dispersive parallel-coupled asymmetric ridge waveguides 
introducing transmission zeros), however the configuration does not involve pairs of 
resonators coupled in parallel but a resonator and a slot line, which effectively means a 
reaction type resonators producing coupled full reflexion points. The configuration 
presented allows to design two sets of reaction type resonators quasi independently 
coupled. This property is exploited to design a novel type of dual bandstop filters. Practical 
realizations with numerical and experimental results are presented for validation. 
 
In a second part of the Chapter, the possibility to apply that strongly dispersive coupling 
property of parallel-coupled asymmetric ridge waveguides is investigated for a novel label-
free chemical/biochemical sensing device. In particular, efforts are directed towards a 
microwave chemical/biochemical sensing device for the characterization and detection of 
cells in chemical substances and cells in solution in micro-litre volumes. Design guidelines 
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of the prototype, fabrication of the microfluidic network and microwave resonator are 
described throughout section 6.3. Initial testing of the prototype at X-band is examined with 
promising results. In the last stage, 6.3.4, is proposed a Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramic 
(LTCC) integration scheme for the miniaturization of the device to be used in the THz 
regime. 
 
6.2   BANDSTOP FILTERS 
Over the last years high performance single and dual-band bandstop filters have aroused the 
dedication of researchers [2],[87-92]. That is due to these structures can meet the 
requirements application main reason of that increased interest is due to the important role 
to play of those filters in the design of telecommunication and broadcast system mainly to 
prevent interference with unwanted bands.  
 
The recently proposed configurations include a variety of realizations involving waveguide 
cavities [86], Low-temperature-cofired ceramic (LTCC) [87], and microstrip filters [88-92]. 
However realizations of dual-band stopband Filters in E-Plane technology have not been 
reported in the literature. As it was introduced in Chapter 2.2.3 it is possible to use a 
resonant slot parallel to the input line to create a reaction type resonator. In this case the 
network of this filter involves series connection of an inductive and capacitive element in 
shunt with the transmission line and produces a selectively located transmission zero. 
 
From the realization presented in [29] the possibility to extend the filter concept to higher 
orders is investigated. Those configurations would be based on increasing the number of 
coupled resonant slots parallel to the input line. In this manner single and dual stopband 
filters can be produced. In chapter 6.2 is described the design guidelines for higher order 
stopband filters.  
 
Practical realization will be demonstrated with numerical and experimental results by 
means of a third order prototype. Chapter 6.3 includes a novel configuration towards dual 
stopband filters where rejection bands can be designed quasi independently. Also a 
practical example will validate the practical realization. As pointed out in [28] the difficulty 
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to find out equivalent electrical circuit realization for E-Plane stopband Filters is the reason 
why their presence in the literature being limited. The configuration presented in reference 
[29] may not be satisfactory for applications where the skirt selectivity of stopband is 
stringent. Over the next sections the design of higher order prototypes will be described.  
 
First in section 6.2.1 the electrical equivalent circuit is described. In section 6.2.2 is shown 
how the resonances produced by the pair of resonators can be easily controlled to design 
higher order filter. The last step is to choose a convenient transition structure in order to 
optimize the transmission in the passband of the filter. That together with the numerical and 
experimental results of a third order bandstop prototype is included in section 6.2.3 to 
validate the configuration 
 
6.2.1  Single stopband realizations 
Among the few number of bandstop filter realizations reported in section 2.2.3 is a matter 
of attention in this section the configuration depicted in Fig 6-1 and presented in [29]. This 
configuration creates a reaction-type resonator by placing a resonant slot parallel to the 
input finline.  
 
Schematic of this configuration is shown in Fig. 6-1 together with the transmission 
response obtained when varying the length of the resonator. The synthesis of the bandstop 
filter is based on those waveguide sections employed to implement the bandpass filters of 
chapter 4. As described in section 4.2.2, a ridge coaxial waveguide with outer dimensions 
a= 22.86 mm and b= 10.16 mm, supports two modes within the frequency of interest, X-
band. Those modes are the fundamental TE1, which corresponds with lowest cutoff 
frequency and the TEM mode with zero cutoff frequency.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 6-1. Reaction type resonator schematic (a) and transmission response modifying the 
physical length of the resonator (b). 
 
 
The filter realization involves a Ridge coaxial waveguide with a single ridge. The effect of 
that ridge on the dispersion and Impedance is show in Fig. 6-2. 
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Fig. 6-2. Dispersion the TE1 mode of the single ridge coaxial waveguide with dimensions 
(in mm) a=22.86, b=10.16, s1=2.1, su=2.23, t=0.1. The dispersion and characteristic 
impedance of the doble ridge coaxial waveguide that emerges with s2=2.1 is also 
superimposed 
 
Fig. 6-3. Characteristic Impedance of the TE1 mode of the single ridge coaxial waveguide 
with dimensions (in mm) a=22.86, b=10.16, s1=2.1, su=2.23, t=0.1. The dispersion and 
characteristic impedance of the doble ridge coaxial waveguide that emerges with s2=2.1 is 
also superimposed 
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6.2.1.1  Modeling of coupled resonances 
 
In order to show how easily the coupled resonances of higher order filters can be modeled 
to design stopband filters a structure involving two coupled resonators is considered (Fig. 
6-4). The pair of electrically coupled resonators parallel to the input line produce a pair of 
coupled resonances. The separation of the split resonances depends on the strength of the 
coupling between the resonators. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6-5 for an example with h=4 
mm; d= 6.16 mm; e= 10 mm; Lres= 14 mm; while Ls is varied. 
 
As shown, by increasing (decreasing) the separation, Ls, the stopband becomes more 
narrow (wide). This is attributed to the lower (higher) coupling between the resonators. For 
a finite number of synchronously tuned resonators, a higher number of coupled resonances 
appear. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6-4. Schematic of the bandstop filter. 
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(a) 
 
Fig. 6-5. Transmission coefficient for the two coupled reaction type resonators depicted in 
Fig. 6.4 obtained varying Ls (a) and coupling coefficient for three different values of s. 
Dimensions (in mm) h=4; d=6.16; varying Ls=10; Lres=16; All resonators height is s=2mm 
(a) and variable (b) and they are etched centered in the inset over y. 
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6.2.1.2  Single Bandstop filters 
 
In this section first we demonstrate an example involving the design of a single bandstop 
filter based on three coupled resonators parallel to the input line. From the empirical 
elements described in the previous section different transitions to optimized the final 
response of the pursued filter (higher transmission as possible in the passband) have been 
considered. A shape of the form of a semi-ellipsoid offered better results. So on, in order to 
taper the asymmetric ridge waveguide (input and output port in Fig. 6-4) to the input and 
output rectangular waveguide ports, we employ a section of an ellipse.  
 
 
 
Fig. 6-6. Schematic layout of the bandstop filter.  
 
 
 
Simulation results based for the structure shown in Fig. 6-6 (top) on full wave commercial 
software yield an insertion loss (S12) in the X-band lower than 0.05 dB. The major radius of 
the semi-ellipsoid is 2.5mm, while ratio is 21; L=150 mm. For the single band design, three 
resonators are etched in this inset, as shown in Fig. 3 (bottom). The dimensions (in mm) are 
given in Table 6-1.. 
 
The simulated stopband of the prototype is of about 150 MHz and is centred approximately 
at 11GHz. This is shown in Fig. 6-7. About 20 dB rejection in the stopband is obtained. The 
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transmission levels outside the stopband and between 8 and 14 GHz are always less than 
0.1 dB. The resonant frequency can be controlled by adjusting the lengths of the resonators.  
 
In order to validate the above, the designed filter has been fabricated and experimentally 
tested. A routing procedure was employed for the etching of a copper foil of thickness 100 
µm. The prototype was tested with an HP8510 vector network analyser, using commercial 
X-band flanges. A photograph of the inset mounted in a machined aluminium waveguide 
housing is shown in Fig. 6-8 together with the aluminium split-block waveguide housing 
fabricated using traditional milling procedures.    
 
The measured results are shown in Fig. 6-7, where the simulation is also shown for 
convenience. Good agreement between the measured and simulated results is obtained. A 
distortion in the in-band reflection coefficient (the simulated bandwidth of the prototype is 
150 MHz while the measured is about 200 MHz) is attributed to the fabrication tolerances.  
. 
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Fig. 6-7. Simulated (a) and tested response near the stop-band comparison (b) of the 
proposed third order prototype. Dimensions (in mm) depicted in Table 6-1. All three 
resonators height is 1.2. 
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Lr1 Lr2 Lr3 L12 L23 s1 s2 s3 h L 
12 12.9 12.1 12.5 12.5 0.5 0.7 0.5 2.5 150 
 
Table 6-1. Dimensions (in mm) of the bandstop filter 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6-8. Photograph of the fabricated bandstop prototype. 
 
6.2.2  Dualband bandstop filter design 
The suggested design of the dual band bandstop filter is based on the elements described 
for the single stopband filter. As it will be shown the limitations of the novel configuration 
is that each single bandstop can be modeled almost independently from the other as the 
resonators etched on each inset are very weakly coupled with those from the second inset. 
Therefore, a dualband bandstop filter can be easily designed from two single stopband 
prototypes. It is only required a small optimization to fine tune the poles in order to satisfy 
the goal requirements. 
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6.2.2.1  Numerical and experimental results 
 
For a dualband bandstop filter, the structure depicted in Fig. 6-9 is proposed. The 
dimensions of each semi-ellipsoid employed for the dual-band filter are the same as shown 
in Fig. 6-6: the major radius of the semi-ellipsoid is 2.5mm, while ratio is 21; L=150 mm. 
The dimensions of the filter are shown in Fig. 6-9.  
 
 
Fig. 6-9. Schematic layout of the Dual-band Bandpass Filter.  
 
It is interesting to note that the lower inset is almost identical to the one of the previous 
section. A small correction in L12=L23 (from 12.5 to 13mm) is made to maintain good 
performance. Otherwise, this suggests that the two bands can be initially designed 
independently. 
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The simulated results are displayed in Fig. 6.10. The small variation in the single stopband 
when it is integrated in a dual-ban stopband filter, is due to the fact the two sets of three 
coupled resonators are not totally independently coupled each other. The insertion loss 
outside the stopbands is now of the order of 0.1dB. The lower stopband is approximately 
centred at 10 GHz, while the upper stopband is centered about 11 GHz, with about 150 and 
160 MHz of bandwidth respectively. In order to validate the above, the designed filter has 
been fabricated and experimentally tested. A routing procedure was employed for the 
etching of a copper foil of thickness 100 µm. 
 
A photograph of the fabricated prototype is shown in Fig. 6-11. The measured results are 
compared in Fig. 6-10. Good agreement between the measured and simulated results is 
obtained. The measured bandwidths are increased from about 150-160 MHz of the 
bandstops of the simulated prototype to up to 230 MHz. These discrepancies are attributed 
to the fabrication sensitivity. 
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Fig. 6-10. Simulated (a) and measured response superimposed with simulated response near 
the stopband (b) of the proposed dual-band bandstop prototype. Dimensions (in mm) 
expressed in Table 6-2. All resonators heigth 1.2 mm. 
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Lr1 Lr2 Lr3 L12 L23 s1 s2 s3 h L 
12 12.9 12.1 13 13 0.5 0.7 0.5 2.5 150 
Lr4 Lr5 Lr6 L45 L56 s4 s5 s6 h L 
13.5 13.4 13.6 13 13 0.5 0.7 0.5 2.5 150 
 
Table 6-2. Dimensions (in mm) of the dualband bandstop filter shown in Fig. 6-9.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6-11. Photograph of the fabricated dual bandstop prototype 
 
 6.3   A LABEL-FREE CHEMICAL/BIOCHEMICAL SENSING DEVICE 
Another application of the strongly dispersive coupling producing a transmission zero 
characteristic of parallel coupled ridged waveguides is presented here. In this section a 
novel application of the paralel coupled asymmetric ridge coaxial waveguide is investigated 
for a label-free chemical/biochemical sensing device. A micromachinned copper filter has 
been integrated with a microfluidic channel prototype. The aim is to investigate a 
microwave chemical/biochemical sensing device for the characterization and detection of 
cells in chemical substances and cells in solution in micro-litre volumes. The design of the 
prototype as well as the fabrication of the microfluidic network and microwave resonator 
are described throughout this chapter. Initial testing of the prototype at X-band is examined 
with promising results. In the last stage it is propose a Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramic 
(LTCC) integration scheme for the miniaturization of the device for use in the THz regime. 
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6.3.1  Brief state of the art 
Microfluidics is the use of micro-scale devices to perform laboratory processes in micro-
nano-, and even pico-litre volumes. Such devices are manufactured using microfabrication 
technology to produce channels, pumps, and valves to manipulate, mix and analyze 
solutions [94-96]. A particular application which has flourished with the development in 
microfluidics are biosensors. These systems use chemical, electrical or optical detection 
techniques for rapid sensitive analysis of samples. One commercially available biosensor is 
the glucose monitor [97], which takes a tiny sample of blood and outputs the amount of 
glucose in that sample. Such biosensors require attachment of chemical and/or optical 
labels, which not only alters the sample completely making it unsuitable for further analysis 
but also may alter the biological function of the sample itself. 
 
The use of electromagnetic (EM) waves to characterize and study the dielectric properties 
of biological substances such as tissues and cell suspensions is well established through the 
work of Schwan [98]. In his work, three distinct regions were indentified in which the 
electrical properties of tissues and cell suspension change with frequency. They are termed 
the α-, β-, and γ- dispersions pertaining from low frequencies (<100Hz), intermediate RF 
frequencies (around 100Hz to 10MHz) and frequencies above 1GHz.  
 
The use of EM waves offers a number of advantages including a non-invasive, contactless 
label-free solution with the ability to achieve fast measurements and precise 
characterization. Moreover, with today’s fabrication techniques and advances in 
microfluidics the development of lab-on-a-chip (LOC) devices has become available. 
 
In this context, the integration of a microfluidic channel within a waveguide-based 
resonator with localized increased near-fields and sharp resonant features for label-free 
chemical/biochemical sensing is proposed. 
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6.3.2  Prototpe sensing concept 
The concept is closely related to the one employed for the bandpass filters of chapter 4. 
Also here the modelling of a pair of parallel coupled resonators is the starting scenario. 
Commencing from two identical resonators of dimensions exactly as those specified for the 
Lower Transmission zero prototype specified in Table 4-1 but here with Ls12=Lr1=Lr2 
(instead of 11.4 mm). The response is shown in Fig. 6-12a. This prototype consist of three 
cascated waveguide sections: a rectangular waveguide, a reduced waveguide, and a ridge 
coaxial waveguide (RCWG).   
 
By reducing the physical length of one resonator, in Fig 6-12b from 16 to 15 mm, an 
assymmetric ridge waveguide is then another cascated waveguide section in the filter. 
Therefore, the effect of perturbing one of the resonators by adjusting its physical length 
arises in the excitation of the TE10 assymetric ridge waveguide mode and the introduction 
of an extra narrow resonance with a Transmission Zero (TZ) in the X-band. The 
assymmetric ridge waveguide section for the example of Fig 6-12b is of 0.5 mm length. 
This produces a TE10 mode transmission located at 8.32 GHz and also a slight shift to upper 
frequencies of the coupled TEM mode resonance. 
 
The goal here is to investigate the possibility to effectively control the TE10 resonance and 
locate the Transmission Zero produced by the parallel coupling as closer as possible to that 
resonance. Indeed, let be the two resonators identical then the two resonances will become 
degenerate and not distinguishable. So on, by setting slightly different lengths we can make 
the two resonances distinguishable. In addition to that and because the tow resonances are 
coupled, at a certain frequency they exactly cancel out producing a transmission zero. 
These elements are shown in Fig. 6-12.  
 
In conclusion, the combined effect leads to a sharp feature which can be potentially 
exploited in sensing. The arising resonance appear at 8.32 GHz corresponds with the odd 
mode. While the resonance present at both structures corresponds with the excitation of the 
even mode, 9.55 GHz. At the even resonance the apertures electromagnetically coupled 
apertures are excited in equal amplitude and equal phase (both positive), the normal 
component of the Electric Field is zero. These elements are shown in Fig. 6-13b. Highly 
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stronger the fields are present at the odd resonance: over one order strengths compare with 
the fields at the even resonance (Fig. 6-13a). 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
 
 
Fig. 6-12. Designed non-perturbed (a) and perturbed prototype (b) S-Parametres. 
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                                 (a)                                                              (b) 
 
 
Fig. 6-13. Electric field distribution in the metal plane at the odd (a) and even (b) resonance 
frequencies. 
 
To demonstrate the validity of the preliminary sensing concept, the filter prototype has been 
designed, fabricated and tested. The filter has a TE10 mode transmission at about 8.32 GHz 
and a transmission zero at about 8.36 GHz.  
 
The prototype has been measured in an HP8510 vector network analyser, using commercial 
X-band flanges. The calibration was made to the level of the coaxial cable. The comparison 
of the simulated results with the measured results is shown in Fig. 6-14. It shows a 
frequency shift of about 50 MHz. This is attributed to relative convergence of our 
simulations, experimental tolerances as well as the fact that the simulations did not account 
for the finite thickness of the copper insert.  Photography of the fabricated inset is shown in 
Fig. 6-15. 
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 Fig. 6-14. Simulated and measured insertion loss response. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6-15.  A micromachined copper filter 
The next step is to show how effectively it is possible to shift the resonances and the 
transmission zero to satisfy specific requirements. In Fig. 6-16, a method to control the gap 
length between this first narrow resonance and the TZ by varying the length of the smaller 
resonator is illustrated. The dimensions employed in the prototype modeling are as follows. 
The height of both resonators is 2.1 mm. The vertical separation is 2 mm while the length 
of the longer resonator is 16 mm. The length of the shorter resonator in this study varies 
from 7mm to 15mm. The filter with Lres2=15mm will be considered further on as the first 
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prototype. The design of the perturbed aperture filter (shown in Fig. 6-12) was obtained 
using a commercially available Finite Element Method (FEM) software Ansoft HFSS. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6-16. Modeling of the two split resonances by just adjusting the physical length of one 
resonator. 
 
 
The sensor works on the principle of shift in the TE10 mode resonance with respect to 
frequency for a minute change in dielectric constant and for liquids of micro-litre volumes.  
The E-plane filter has a transmission bandwidth of 10 MHz and a sharp upper atenuation 
slope by means of a Transmission Zero located about 6 MHz from the center of the TE10 
mode resonance. Further proximity can be achieved by modelling the physical dimensions 
of the resonators to make them similar. The microfluidic channel filled with different 
biological and chemical substances would be initially characterised at around 8.4 GHz 
band.  
 
The proposed device has been initially modeled with inside a normal rectangular 
waveguide cavity and with a capillary tube (microfluidic channel) of inner diameter 100 
µm. The capillary tube is filled with a liquid of loss tangent 0.02 and dielectric constant 81 
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for Fluid A and 75 for Fluid B. As seen in Fig. 6-17 there is a shift of about 40 MHz in the 
band gap between the odd mode transmission resonance (8.32 GHz to 8.36 GHz) and the 
transmission zero (8.38 GHz to 8.42 GHz). The lower transmission zero coupled with the 
smaller band gap provides an excellent package for fabricating high sensitive sensors for 
particle or cell detection. The proposed sensor could be modelled extensively with different 
sizes and shapes of microfluidic/capillary tubes along with different chemical and 
biological materials inside them. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6-17. Simulated results showing high sensitivity narrow band gap from the microfluidic 
capillary channel. Dielectric constants: Fluid A=81, Fluid B=75 
 
To optimise the sharp response and bandwidth we performed a study on the relative lengths 
of the resonators with the top resonator measuring 13mm and the bottom resonator varying 
from 12 mm to 13 mm in 0.25 mm increments. The results of this study are shown in Fig. 
6-18. 
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 Fig. 6-18. Simulated transmission for different bottom resonators lengths 
 
An optimum length of 12.25 mm for the bottom resonator was chosen as a trade-off 
between the sharpness of the transmission response and the absorption losses. The resulting 
transmission pole is at approximately 9.99 GHz with -0.091dB and the transmission 
bandwidth is 90 MHz with a sharp roll-off. The narrow bandwidth allows for a higher 
sensitivity in sensing. Layout is shown in Fig. 6-19  
 
 
 
Fig. 6-19. Classical 22.86x10.16 mm waveguide halved along the E-Plane with insert for 
filter and microfluidic channel. 
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The microfluidic channels were fabricated from Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), which 
is sold under various trade names such as Plexiglas®. Using an Epilog Legend Elite Series 
CO2 laser system [19] we engraved 350 µm deep channels. The channel structure is shown 
in Fig. 6-20; it consists of an inlet port, two parallel channels which align with the 
resonators and a microfluidic pump at the outlet. This microfluidic pump works on natural 
capillary forces which draws the fluid from the inlet to the vent (outlet) [100]. The channel 
was then bonded to another sheet of PMMA with access holes for the inlet and outlet. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6-20. Laser machined PMMA microfluidic channel. 
 
6.3.3  Preliminary results 
The waveguide was connected to the connectors of a HP 8510 Vector Network Analyser 
(VNA) as shown in Fig. 6-21. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6-21. Waveguide showing connections to VNA and insert of the filter and microfluidic 
channel. 
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The forward transmission coefficient, S21, was measured for an empty channel and a 
channel filled with Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS) of dielectric constant equal to 175. PBS 
is a salt solution used in biology to dilute blood while maintaining cell integrity and in 
solution as a Ph balancer. The results are depicted in Fig. 6-22. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6-22. S21 Transmission coefficient for PBS and air filled empty channel. 
 
A significant difference between the empty channel and when it is filled with PBS can be 
appreciated in Fig. 6-22. The resonant frequency of the empty channel is 9.8375 GHz 
whereas when filled with PBS it becomes 9.775 GHz. The difference is 62.5 MHz, which is 
more than sufficient in order to distinguish between the two media.  
 
6.3.4  Future work: LTCC Integration 
 
Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramic (LTCC) is a multilayer manufacturing platform that 
exhibits good electromagnetic immunity, which is therefore used primarily in microwave 
electronics. The process uses a material, when unfired, is called green tape, where 
individual sheets are processed in parallel then aligned and stacked prior to firing at a 
temperature below 1000 °C. This temperature allows the integration of highly conductive 
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metals such as gold and silver that cannot be realised at higher temperatures. As the sheets 
are all fired together this reduces the overall manufacturing cost, saving time. Due to the 
dielectric constant of the material the dimensions of the resulting circuits can also be 
reduced. Another advantage of this technology is the parallelism in which every layer can 
be inspected before firing ensuring that one does not have to manufacture an entirely new 
device. 
 
LTCC exhibits very good electrical and mechanical properties, high reliability and stability 
with the capability of manufacturing three-dimensional (3-D) structures. It has made its 
way into many applications, one such area of interest is Biological MicroElectroMechanical 
Systems (BioMEMS). This area uses the concepts of MEMS and applies them to biology to 
create examples such as microfluidics [101], PCR systems [102], biosensors [103], and 
bioreactors [104]. The proposed prototype is a substrate integrated waveguide of the pillars 
in air design. The integration of our filter and microfluidic channel is shown in Fig. 6-23. 
 
 
Fig. 6-23. Proposed LTCC post wall waveguide design with integrated filter and 
microchannel 
 
The sidewalls of the cavity are realised in closely spaced pillars with tape layers for the top 
and bottom. The microfluidic channel and filter can be realised in layers of ceramic 
material and embedded within the cavity. The waveguide is fed with a Coplanar Waveguide 
(CPW) to waveguide cavity transition as shown in the diagram. 
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6.4  COMPACT T-JUNCTION DIPLEXER DESIGN 
In this section is presented a compact version of the structure depicted in Fig. 2-14 (a). 
Essentially the T-power divider element is combined here with those filter prototypes 
designed in Fig. 4-13. Before addresing the design procedure for the novel diplexer 
realization, are introduce some notes on the distributed parametres analysis of the filter 
channel: the one presented in Fig. 4-6. 
6.4.1  Distributed parametres analysis of the filter concept 
An alternative electrical circuit model based on the distributed parametres analysis of the 
filters depicted in Fig. 4-6 is here proposed. 
The electrical circuit model of Fig. 6-24 is composed of two ports, two resonant elements, 
and five admitance inverters to characterize the each one of the couplings involved in the 
filter. 
 
 
Fig. 6-24.  AWR Circuit modeling of parallel coupled resonators (Fig. 4-6) 
 
The synthesis process commence by obtaining the admittance inverter and LC parametres 
producing the desired characteristics of the implemented filter design. Then, the normalized 
matrix coupling elements of such circuit model can be calculated. The optimization process 
consists on matching the normalized copling matrix elements from those corresponding to 
the preliminary prototype; the filtering structures of Fig. 4-1 with dimensions depicted in 
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Table 4-2, with those obtained previously for the ideal circuit model of Fig. 6-24. After a 
few numerical iterations the matching of the ideal filter prototype sought can be achieve to 
a good extent. The comparison of circuit model (AWR) and full wave simulated results 
(CST) for the upper and lower Transmission Zeros corresponding the structures of Fig. 4-6 
are shown in Fig. 6-25a and Fig. 6-25b respectively: 
   
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 6-25. Superimposed circuit modeling and em full wave simulations for the parallel 
coupled resonators inline E-Plane Filters with upper TZ (a) and lower TZ (b) of Fig. 4-6. 
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The values obtained of both, circuit model distributed parametres and physical dimensions 
of the filtering structures, will be the initial values considered to start the same iteration 
process, in order to go through the design of a novel diplexer structure along the next 
section. 
6.4.2  Compact T-junction diplexer 
A T-Junction Diplexer with compact (by means of parallel coupled resonators) E-Plane 
Filter channels is shown in Fig. 6-26. By comparison with the classical T-Junction E-Plane 
Diplexers introduced in Fig. 2-14, the filter channels of these Diplexor are expected to be 
almost 50% more compact for a similar narrow band application operating about 9 GHz 
(dimensions of housing waveguides: 22.86x10.16 mm) 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 6-26. Schematic of the proposed diplexer with H-Plane T-Junction Power divider and 
two filter channels (a). Inside of the E-Plane Filter channels. 
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For this diplexer, the proposed distributed parametres circuit model is shown in Fig. 6-27. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6-27. Distributed parameters circuit model of the T-Junction Diplexor depicted in Fig. 
6-26. 
The circuit model consists of three ports and a pair of schemes as the one Fig 6-24, each 
one aim to model a channel filter. 
 
A realization example is considered. The operating centre frequency passbands of the filter 
channels 1 and 2 are selected at 9.1 GHz and 9.5 GHz respectively. Taking as starting 
values those admitance inverter, LC parametres, and the physical dimensions of the two 
filter prototypes detailed in Table 4-2. Again as in section 6.4.1, a few numerical iterations 
lead to a good extent matching between the normalized coupling elements of the circuit 
model and the full wave simulation of the diplexer structure. Superimposed transmission 
and reflection coefficients for the optimized diplexor and its ideal circuit model are 
depicted in Fig. 6-28. 
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Fig. 6-28. Compact Diplexor comparison of full wave simulated response and circuit 
modelling. 
 
 6.5   SUMMARY 
In this chapter the analysis elements reported in chapter 3 and chapter 4 have been 
employed to investigate two different filter applications. 
 
The first filter application comprises the analysis and design of a novel class of dual-band 
stop filters. The concept is based on similar elements (strongly dispersive parallel-coupled 
asymmetric ridge waveguides introducing transmission zeros) however the configuration 
does not involves a coupled of resonators coupled in parallel but a resonator and a slot line, 
which effectively means a reaction type resonators producing coupled full reflection points. 
The analysis commenced by demonstrating those elements for practical realizations of a 
single reaction type resonator. Later on, the concept was successfully extended to dual 
band-stop filters. The configuration presented allows to design two sets of reaction type 
resonators quasi independently coupled. Practical filter design guidelines have been 
derived. The proposed designs maintain low-cost and are suitable for mass manufacturing. 
Practical prototypes have been fabricated and experimentally tested to validate the concept. 
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 The second application proposed is a microwave biochemical sensor. A prototype 
waveguide cavity with integrated microfluidic sensor has been discussed. Preliminary 
numerical and experimental results have been presented demonstrating the suitability of the 
device for the characterization and detection of cells and chemical substances within the 
channel. Also a packaging technique has been proposed for application at higher 
frequencies, which can be expected to enhance the sensing device making it capable of 
outperforming the low throughput of  counting cells associated with optical techniques 
offering higher sensitivy when compared to lower frequencies and DC devices. 
 
Regarding the Diplexer application of section 6.4, the synthesis procedure followed here 
has been proved valid for a diplexer composed of a T-Junction power divider and two 
compact E-Plane Filter with parallel coupled resonators. Hence, extending the advantages 
of the novel filter concept to diplexer applications. The present procedure can be of interest 
to design diplexers of higher order filter channels, also combined with other Power divider 
elements. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 
 
Conclusions and Future Work  
 
 7.1   CONCLUSION 
The thesis began with a brief introduction on passive microwave components and the 
numerical methods have been employed in the past. In particular, those methods employed 
to synthesize some structures that have attracted special attention due to the range of 
practical applications for which they can be of interest: rectangular or circular waveguides 
with ridges. 
 
Chapter 2 is an up-to-date review on the most commonly employed E-Plane Filters, in 
particular and due to the interest of this project special emphasis is made on filters with 
pseudo-elliptic response, or those E-Plane filters which provide improved performance by 
introducing additional transmission zeros. Advantanges and Handicaps of the diferent 
realizations have been remarked, motivating the investigation of the novel filter concept. 
 
Chapter 3 presents the full modal analysis of a ridged coaxial waveguide. By applying the 
transverse resonance field-matching method a double ridge waveguide is fully 
characterized. These elements are implemented in a program based in Fortran and matlab. 
This numerical tool produces the fields of the modes present in the RCWG calculating the 
series of expnasion terms defined by user. Results derived thorough this chapter are used 
for the filter analysis of the following chapter. Also, the understanding of the 
electromagnetic nature of this structure led to other directions of research reported in the 
following chapters. 
 
Chapter 4 describes in detail the parallel coupling of waveguide resonators. The mixed 
electric and magnetic coupling present in this structure introduces transmissions zeros at 
desired frequencies. The property is used to design filters with improved skirt selectivity 
and miniaturization when compared with the classical direct-coupled E-Plane Filters. 
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Numerical and experimental values are presented, validating the mentioned advantages at 
the cost of deteriorating slighly the insertion loss in the passband. 
 
Chapter 5 compiles a Q factor assessment of the waveguide uniform resonator employed in 
the filter realisations of Chapter 4. The anlysis demostrates that a reduction of the insertion 
losses in the passband of those filter prototypes can be achieved by introducing resonators 
with higher Unloaded Q, that means resonators of larger higth (like from 2.1 mm up to 4 
mm).  
In the second part of the Chapter, a similar Q factor assessment is addressed to resonators 
with periodical loads, demonstrating even further miniaturization can be achieved. The size 
reduction can be implemented at the cost of deterioring slighly the Unloaded Q of the 
resonator. Numerical and experimental values are reported to validate the study. 
In summary, future narrowband filter designs as those described in Chapter 4 can benefit of 
a more stringent performance, that is, lower losses and reduced size by considering the 
elements described through this chapter.  
 
Chapter 6 introduces three further applications arised from the analysis, modelling and 
design of previous chapters. The first one presents a novel type of Finline Dual-Band 
Stopband Filters. Filter design is show easy, as the present topology benefits from sets of 
resonators quasi independently coupled, which means each stopband can be modelled 
indepentely. Design procedures are validated with numerical and experimental results for 
different filter prototypes. In the second part a a label-free chemical/biochemical sensing 
device was proposed. The concept is intended for the characterization and detection of cells 
in chemical substances and cells in solution in micro-litre volumes. Preliminary steps of the 
investigation were outlined. Finally a compact diplexer consisting of a T-Junction and two 
filter channels as those from section 4-3 has been presented. 
 
In conclussion the contribution of this thesis can be summarized as follows: 
 
¾ Due to potential filter application, a Double Ridge Coaxial Waveguide has been 
fully characterized applying Transverse Resonance field matching technique. 
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¾ Inline E-plane filters with selectively located transmission zeros are presented. It is 
demonstrated that parallel-coupled asymmetric ridge waveguides produce strongly 
dispersive coupling which introduces a transmission zero. This property has been 
exploited to investigate a novel class of In-Line E-Plane Bandpass Filters with 
improved performance: higher skirt selectivity and size reduction . General design 
guidelines have been derived. Also, numerical and experimental results are 
presented as validation of the novel filter scheme. 
 
¾ A novel dual-band bandstop E-plane filter topology is proposed and experimentally 
tested. This novel topology involves a finite number of coupled resonators to realise 
single and dual-bandstop response. Practical filter design guidelines are presented. 
The proposed designs maintain low-cost and are suitable for mass manufacturing. 
The fabricated and tested prototypes validate the proposed dual-band stopband filter 
configuration. 
 
¾ A prototype microwave waveguide cavity with integrated microfluidics has been 
proposed. The device is intended for the characterisation and detection of cells and 
various chemical substances from within a variety of micro-litre test samples. 
Design guidelines and fabrication description of the integrated microfluidic network 
and microwave resonator were outlined. Initial testing of the prototype at X-band is 
examined with promising results. At a final stage, a Low Temperature Co-fired 
Ceramic (LTCC) integration scheme for the miniaturization of the device for use in 
the THz regime was proposed. 
 
7.2   FUTURE WORK  
Further work can be addressed to implement a tool based on mode matching technique to 
solve the surface discontinuity between a Ridge Waveguide and a Ridge Coaxial 
Waveguide. The theoretical derivation as well as all the corresponding numerical elements, 
are contained in the appendix of this thesis. 
 
For the porpoise of this project, the design procedure derived based on the Ness technique 
was demonstrated easy, practical and efficient. However, such numerical tool can be useful 
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to devise new directions of research. Also, the possibilities when integrated as part of a 
modular numerical tool involving the analysis of other surface discontinuities are yet to be 
explored. 
 
Regarding the Dualband Bandstop Filters presented in section 6.2, those can benefit from 
similar optimization analysis as presented in chapter 5. Careful investigation on the 
limitations regarding the stop bandwidth and operating range capability would be beneficial 
to evaluate the potential of the configuration. 
 
Miniaturizated resonators by virtue of inserted loads demonstrate size reduction can be 
achieved without deteriorating significantly the Unloaded Q of the resonator. However not 
filter realizations were proposed considering those elements. Following the design 
guidelines of chapter 4, it can be of interest to implement a filter realization targeting the 
same goals based on a resonator with periodic loads. Comparison with the prototype 
presented in Chapter 4 would be of interest.  
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Appendix                                 . 
 
APPENDIX A.  SURFACE SYMMETRIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS: ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC 
WALL. 
Boundary conditions at electric and magnetic surfaces can be derived by the appropriate 
behaviour of the tangential fields. 
Electric wall 
 
An electric wall is a surface where the tangential components of the electric fields are zero. 
Ideal metallic surfaces (infinite conductivity) are electric surfaces. 
The boundary conditions for the magnetic and electric potential vectors for the TE and TM 
modes respectively are obtained as follows: 
 
( ) 0ˆˆˆ0ˆ0ˆ =×⎟⎟⎠
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where  is the unity vector perpendicular to the surface. $n
 
 
Magnetic wall 
 
A magnetic wall is a surface on which the tangential fields of the magnetic field are zero. A 
material with such a property does not exist, but this concept is useful in order to analyse 
odd modes. 
The boundary conditions for the magnetic and electric potential vectors for the TE and TM 
modes respectively are obtained as follows: 
( ) 0ˆˆˆˆ0ˆ0ˆ 2
2
2
0
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 APPENDIX B. WAVES PROPAGATING IN A RECTANGULAR COORDINATE FRAME 
TE,TM waves 
 
The electric and magnetic field for the TE and TM modes can be derived from the 
following vector potential expressions: 
eh Aj
AE ×∇×∇+×∇= ωε
1                                     (B-1) 
he Aj
AH ×∇×∇−×∇= ωµ
1                                           (B-2) 
Supposing z-propagation for electromagnetic wave and separable solution for the vector 
potentials, the magnetic and electric type of vector potential can be expanded as sum of 
modes: 
[ ]zeBeFyxTZA zKjhqzKjhqhq
q
hqh
zhqzhq ˆ·)·,( ····
1
+−∞
=
+⋅= ∑                  (B-3) 
[ ]zeBeFyxTYA zKjepzKjepep
p
epe
zepzep ˆ·)·,( ····
1
+−∞
=
−⋅= ∑                  (B-4) 
 
where Z and Y are the waveguide impedance and admittance of the TE and TM modes 
respectively and are given by the expressions: 
hqhq
hq YK
Z 1== ωµ  
epep
ep ZK
Y 1== ωµ  
 
Then, assuming the discontinuity plane at z=0, with no loss of generality, the fields can be 
expanded as series by: 
 
( ) ( hqhqhq
q
hq
TE
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1
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TEM waves 
 
The Electric and Magnetic Field have only transverse components , so then 
, that permits  to be expressed as the gradient of the scalar potential: 
0== zz he
0=×∇ tE tE
 
                                                                               (B-9) 
zj
tt eyxE
βφ m),(−∇=
 
And from Maxwell’ s curl equations:  
 
tt HjE ωµ−=×∇                              (B-10) 
tt EjH ωε−=×∇                                              (B-11) 
 
The Fields can be expressed, assuming again z=0, by  the following expressions: 
 
)(),( TEMTEMtt BFyxE +⋅−∇= φ                                 (B-12) 
)()),((ˆ0 TEMTEMtt BFyxzYH −⋅−∇×= φ                   (B-13) 
  APPENDIX C.  RCWG TO RIDGE WG MODE MATCHING OF SURFACES DISCONTINUITIES 
ANALYSIS 
 
In this appendix is described the Mode Matching analysis of a surface discontinuity 
between a RCWG and a Ridge Waveguide. The derived scattering matrix and coupling 
integrals for such discontinuity can be of interest for the synthesis of future filter 
configurations involving both waveguide structures.  
 
A generalized layout of an E-plane filter metal insert involving different waveguide 
sections can be decomposed into the cascade connection of such elements, the like of 
rectangular waveguide, reduce waveguide, ridge waveguide or ridge coaxial waveguide. A 
concrete case showing the cross-section of these structures is depicted in Fig. C-1 (b). 
 
The waveguide section between two subsequent metal septa form a resonator and 
subsequent resonators are coupled through the couplers realized by the metal septa. The 
metal septa is basically a reduced waveguide section. Incorporating asymmetric ridge 
waveguide and ridge coaxial waveguide in the all-metal E-plane split-block-housing 
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technology as resonators, in its variation with thin ridges and the inner conductor printed on 
an all-metal E-plane insert with no further fabrication complexity allows altered 
propagation characteristics along the same waveguide housing. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Fig. C-1. All-metal insert indicating the possible parts of a E-Plane filter (a), and cross 
section of different waveguides (b). 
 
The second problem consists of using the solution from the first problem to apply the mode 
matching method, including higher order modes, in order to obtain the electromagnetic 
performance of an E-plane filter. To achieve this, the modelling of the discontinuities 
formed between the different sections is required. In particular the analysis of the 
discontinuity formed between the Ridge Coaxial Waveguide (RCWG) and ridge waveguide 
is described in the next section. 
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C.1   Scattering matrix 
 
Let be refered the regions at both sides of the discontinuity as I and II, forward propagating 
waves ( ) and backward propagating waves ( ) appear. At this point we 
should mention that for simplicity, the common surface is the complete cross section of the 
smaller region. With no further loss of generality we assume this region to be region II. 
zKj
hq
zhqeF ··− zKjhq zhqeB
··
 
Fig. C-2. Forward and Backward propagating waves both sides of a ridge waveguide to 
RCWG discontinuity. 
 
The generalized scattering matrix aims to solve for the scattered waves at the discontinuity 
when the incident waves are known: 
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡⋅⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
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B
F
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F
B
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In order for the S-parameters of the generalized scattering matrix to have amplitude 
between 0 and 1, being able therefore to use them globally and without further analysis, the 
power carried by each mode with constant amplitude at any side of the discontinuity should 
have constant value. For simplicity we set the power of any a forward/backward 
propagating mode with amplitude F/B equal to W1 to be 1W. For convenience the cross 
section of the RCWG and ridge waveguide structure subject of the study are divided into 
three and two regions respectively. This is depicted in Fig. C-3. 
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Fig. C-3. Ridge coaxial waveguide and ridge waveguide mode matching. 
 
The expressions for the Helmholtz vector potential relative to TE and TM modes and for 
the scalar Laplace potential relative to the TEM mode for each structures are: 
 
 
 
RCWG  (Region I) 
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• TM 
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• TEM 
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RWG (Region II) 
• TE 
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• TM 
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The continuity property of electric fields can now take the following formulation. 
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Similarly, the continuity of the tangential magnetic field Ht yields to (C-17). 
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In order to solve for the F and B parameters, the x- and t- dependence implied in the cross 
section functions T shall be canceled. As proceed through the field matching procedure 
applied to obtain the solution of the ridge waveguide propagation, we must ensure that the 
tangential electric field of the larger region is zero at metallic boundaries. We therefore 
successively multiply (C-16) with each of the TEM, TE and TM modal 
distributions, φt∇− , and , then integrate over the cross-section surface of 
region I to enforce the continuity even in this part o f the cross-section of the RCWG that is 
shot-circuited. 
zT Ihq ˆ×∇ IerT∇−
 We use the relation of (C-18) and (C-19) 
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 ( ) ( ) 0ˆˆ =⋅×∇⋅∇=⋅∇⋅×∇ ∫∫∫∫
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hq
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I
hq
I
er dSzTTdSTzT                      (C-19) 
(C-18) is the mathematical expression of the fact that both the sets of TE and TM modes 
are orthogonal (C-19) is the mathematical expression of the fact that TE and TM modes in a 
hollow waveguide are uncoupled. These identities are easily verified upon substitution of 
the transverse dependence functions. 
Upon rearrangement of the expressions in matrix form, is obtained: 
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Similar procedure we follow in order to eliminate the x- and y- dependence from Ht. 
However now, since we are dealing with magnetic fields, there is no zero condition for 
tangential components at metallic boundaries. Hence now we successively multiply (C-17) 
with and  and then integrate over the smaller cross-section (region II). Upon 
rearrangement in a matrix form, we finally obtain: 
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The matrices J are given at the following expressions: 
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( ) ∫∫ ×∇Φ−∇=
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The integral of equation (C-29) is identically zero, thus suggesting that TE modes of region 
I are not couple with TM modes of region II. Also, eq. (C-25) and (C-26) are identical to 16 
and 17, so only the latter are calculated The five J matrices (C-27), (C-29), (C-30), (C-31), 
(C-32) are analytically solved in Appendix C.2. 
Upon multiplication (C-21),(C-22),(C-23) and (C-24) with, { }IhqYdiag , { }IerYdiag , { }IIhsYdiag , { }IIeyYdiag  respectively, we can write in a matrix form: 
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Rearranging forward and backward waves in equations (C-33), we can derive the scattering 
matrix: 
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where: 
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and: 
  ( ) 1−⋅+= TMMUW
 
 
Hence we have obtained the scattering matrix for a surface discontinuity. This procedure is 
applicable to all discontinuities that we will discuss further on. We should also mention 
here that when the Hertzian potentials are expressed as double sums (sum over two 
indices), we should transform these to single sum (sum over a single index). This is 
achieved by sorting the modes according to increasing cutoff frequency, and sum over the 
number of modes. 
 
C.2  Analytical form of the mode-matching coupling integrals 
 
 
JhTEM SOLUTION (C-25) 
 
After that, we can study each region ‘a’ and ‘b’ independently. 
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Furthermore we can separate JhTEMa and JhTEMb in two parts: 
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This integral can be expanded as: 
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JeTEM SOLUTION    (C-26) 
 
After that, we can study each region ‘a’ and ‘b’ independently. 
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Furthermore we can separate JhTEMa and JhTEMb in two parts: 
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This integral can be expanded as a summation of the following terms: 
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Jhh SOLUTION (C-27) 
 
After that, we can study each region ‘a’ and ‘b’ independently. 
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Furthermore we can separate Jhha and Jhhb in two parts: 
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If we solve this integrals we obtain the following solutions: 
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                                               Jeh SOLUTION (C-28) 
 
We solve that integral as we solved Jhh. 
First of all, we can study each region ‘a’ and ‘b’ independently. 
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Furthermore we can separate Jeha and Jehb in two parts: 
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If we solve this integrals we obtain the following solutions: 
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Jee SOLUTION (C-30) 
 
As the previous cases we obtain Jee. Initially, we can study each region ‘a’ and ‘b’ 
independently. 
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Furthermore we can separate Jeea and Jeeb in two parts: 
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If we solve this integrals we obtain the following solutions: 
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APPENDIX D.  EQUIVALENT K-INVERTER OF THE PARALLEL COUPLED RIDGED 
WAVEGUIDES STRUCTURE. LIMITS POSITIONING POLES NEAR THE PASSBAND. 
 
The object of this study is to obtain an estimation on the limits positioning Transmission 
Zeros near the passband for those filter prototypes described during this thesis. 
We commence by considering the structure depicted in Fig. 4-1b, the so called parallel 
coupling of asymmetric ridge waveguides. The theory described in reference [105] is 
applied. Essentially the goal is to relate the structure responsible for the TZ to produce in 
the filter scheme (parallel coupled asymmetric ridges waveguides) with characteristics of 
the RCWG section (cutoff, dispersion and Z of the TE mode) and final characteristics of the 
filter (bandwidth and operating central frequency). 
We commence by extracting the reflection coefficient for three structures of dimensions as 
depicted in Fig. 4.b but selecting the lengths Ls12= 7.2, 7.4 and 8. Other dimensions are 
s=1.7 (vertical separation between slots), s1=s2=2.1 (height of the slots). 
Hence, three filters with transmission zeros in the upper stopband are considered (Ls12=7.2, 
7.4, 8 in mm), the response for those structures can be followed in Fig. D-1. 
 
From a mathematical analysis of the reactance slope function is considered convenient to 
start from 3 filters of identical RCWG section (idem s), such the cutoff, dispersion and 
impedance of the TE mode are the same on that section. Therefore the reactance slope is 
the same function of frequency for all 3 filters (cutoff, dispersion and Z of the TE mode is 
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the same). Only the reflection coefficient of the structure from Fig. 4-1b, and hence the 
equivalent K-value would be different. 
So on the reactance slope parameter is obtained in the following manner: 
From the theory referred as [105] in, the reactance slope parameter of the resonators shall 
be defined as: 
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ff
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g df
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Zx =
⋅−= λλ
π                                      (D-1) 
 
While the impedance inverter, K: 
 
x
kK =                                                                    (D-2) 
 
Substituting eq (D-2) into (D-1), can be expressed in the form: 
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Where the terms expressed in (D-3) are: 
 
k : equivalent K-inverter of a discontinuity embedded between two transmission lines of the 
same characteristic impedance (parallel coupled ridged waveguides here). 
 
:0f average of the even and odd mode resonant frequencies for the filter prototype of 
consideration under weakly external coupling (approx 9.10 GHz). 
 
:cf cutoff frequency of the TE1 mode at port 1 of the parallel coupled ridge waveguide, see 
Fig. 4-1b (cutoff extracted 4.75 GHz). 
 
:resL  Resonator filter length, or length of each slot in the asymmetric parallel coupled 
RCWG (0.016m). 
 
All the terms in equation (D-3) are constants but Z and k, which are both frequency 
dependent. In the considered example of three filter prototypes of identical RCWG cross-
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section (see Fig. 4-12), then all those constant terms are identical (actually  differ a little; 
in this case  range from 9.075 to 9.1 GHz. 
0f
0f
 
Below are enclosed some preliminary results. They have been obtained assuming the 
previous considerations: the only frequency dependent element is the impedance of the TE 
mode (D-1), other elements are constant, which are the same due to the fact the RCWG 
section is the same for all three prototypes chosen. The Impedance term of equation (D-3) 
has been calculated using the power-current expression, Zpi. 
 
 
Fig. D-1. Coupling coefficient vs frequency response considering 3 filter prototypes from 
Fig. 3 (7.2, 7.4 and 8). 
 
 
 
From this results we can extract the following conclussions: 
 
¾ The transmission zeros produced by the parallel coupled ridge WG structure (Fig. 4-
11) are located at 11, 12 and 12.3 GHz, while 9.3, 9.6 and 9.7 GHz frequencies are 
approximately the locations of the TZ produced by the final second order filter 
structure (Fig. 4-10). Indeed, from the transition of Fig 4-2 (structure producing TZ) 
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to Fig. 4-10 (filter), should be expected a shift on the TZ location, mainly related to 
the physical length of the resonators. 
¾ The superimposed functions of Fig D-4 cross at the same point, 8.9 GHz, which is 
approx. the center frequency chosen to design the prototypes of Fig. 4-7. That center 
frequency f0 point is independent of the dispersion, cutoff or impedance of the TE 
mode in the RCWG section, provided the cross section of the RCWG is the same 
for all three prototypes, which in this case it is. 
¾ Negative sign of the coupling coefficient M was introduced under the assumption 
that at frequencies below the TZ the coupling is predominately inductive and 
associated with the TEM mode, while at higher frequencies of the TZ the coupling 
is predominately capacitive and associated with the TE mode.  
¾ The normalized coupling M (D-2) are produced taking into account the relative 
proportions of the bandwidth (bw) comparing the three prototypes selected from 
Fig. 4-12a: 
bw (prototype 7.2)=1.1bw (prototype 7.4)= 1.5bw (prototype 8). 
 
APPENDIX E.  MAIN FORTRAN SUBROUTINE EMPLOYED TO CALCULATE FIELDS OF THE 
TEM MODE IN THE RCWG 
 
This appendix reproduces one of the main subroutines wrote in Fortran as part of the 
program to characterize the TEM mode of a RCWG. Similar subroutines are employed for 
the TE and TM mode. 
 
 
SUBROUTINE Coefficients() 
 
 
C     This PROGRAM will solve the characteristic BigMatrix equation: 
C     will produce the coefficients for the first region A1(k) and then will solve  
C     the pair of linear equations which relate them with the A2(m),A3(l) coefficientss 
 
        
C ------------------------ D E C L A R A T I O N S -------------------------------  
 
 
      USE NUMERICAL_LIBRARIES     ! IMSL Libraries 
 
 IMPLICIT NONE        
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C Common variables 
 
 REAL(8) b,c1,c2,s_1,s_2,e,t,pi,a     ! Dimensions 
      COMMON /DIMENSIONS/ b,c1,c2,s_1,s_2,e,t,pi,a  ! Common Dimensions 
       
 INTEGER M1,M2,M3     ! Number ofExpansion Terms 
 COMMON /EXP_TERM/ M1,M2,M3   ! CommoN Limits of loops 
 
     
C Local variables  
 
      REAL V 
       
 INTEGER k,m,n,l,J 
  
      INTEGER IPATH 
 
 PARAMETER (IPATH=1) 
      REAL(8) BM(M1,M1)                      !BigMatrix Term 
 REAL(8) C(M1)                          !Free terms of the BM Equation 
 REAL(8) A1(M1),A2(M2),A3(M3)       !Coeficients 
 REAL(8) BM2(M1,M1),BM3(M1,M1)          !2nd and 3rd term of the BigMatrix 
 REAL(8) DE11(M1),DE2(M2),DE3(M3)       !DiagMatrix electric field BC 
 REAL(8) JE2(M2,M1),JE3(M3,M1) 
      REAL(8) DM1(M1),DM2(M2),DM3(M3) 
 REAL(8) JM2(M1,M2),JM3(M1,M3)       
 REAL(8) NT1,NT2,NT3,NT,pot,lan 
 REAL(8) eps,mu 
      eps=8.85421878e-12 
      mu=1.256637e-6 
 V=1 
 
C     Output coefficients for matlab Fields plotting     
 
       
c open(21,status='unknown',file='c:/MyProjects/TEMPORAL/RCW(2)/ 
c     &A1.dat') 
c      open(22,status='unknown',file='c:/MyProjects/TEMPORAL/RCW(2)/ 
c     &A2.dat') 
c      open(23,status='unknown',file='c:/MyProjects/TEMPORAL/RCW(2)/ 
c     &A3.dat') 
c      open(24,status='unknown',file='c:/MyProjects/TEMPORAL/RCW(2)/ 
c     &lan.dat') 
       
   
C     ------------------------VECTOR DE1-------------------------- 
 
 
      DO k=1, M1 
 
     DE11(k)=(pi*k/2)*(dexp(-pi*k*t/(2*b))-dexp(pi*k*((t/2)-a)/b)) 
    
 ENDDO 
 
C     -----------------------END OF VECTOR DE11-------------------------------- 
 
       
C --------------------BIGMATRIX TERM--------------------------------- 
C     This part will PRODUCE the characteristic bigmatrix A=BM 
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C     BM=DE11-BM2+BM3 
 
 
      CALL JE2_Integral(JE2)             !Callings of the subroutines for 
 CALL DE2_Vector(DE2)               !BigMatrix algebra, 2nd gap 
 CALL DM2_Vector(DM2) 
 CALL JM2_Integral(JM2) 
 CALL DM1_Vector(DM1) 
        
      DO n=1,M1 
  DO l=1,M1 
          BM2(n,l)=0 
   DO m=1,M2 
               
   BM2(n,l)=BM2(n,l)+JE2(m,n)*DE2(m)*DM2(m)*JM2(l,m)*DM1(l)  
    
   ENDDO 
  ENDDO       
 ENDDO 
       
  
 CALL JE3_Integral(JE3)             !Callings of the subroutines for 
 CALL DE3_Vector(DE3)               !BigMatrix algebra, 2nd gap 
 CALL DM3_Vector(DM3) 
 CALL JM3_Integral(JM3) 
 CALL DM1_Vector(DM1) 
        
       
      DO n=1,M1 
  DO l=1,M1 
          BM3(n,l)=0    
   DO m=1,M3 
               
      BM3(n,l)=BM3(n,l)+JE3(m,n)*DE3(m)*DM3(m)*JM3(l,m)*DM1(l)  
    
   ENDDO 
  ENDDO   
     
 ENDDO 
       
 DO k=1,M1 
  DO m=1,M1 
          
   BM(k,m)=-BM2(k,m)-BM3(k,m) 
 
  ENDDO 
 BM(k,k)=DE11(k)+BM(k,k) 
 ENDDO 
 
       
C     --------------------END OF BIGMATRIX TERM--------------------------- 
 
C     ----------------------SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS--------------------------- 
 
C     The subroutine is LSARG is called to solve the bigmatrix equation; 
C     (BM)A1=C     that is to produce the A1(k) coeficients 
 
      CALL C_Vector(C) 
 CALL DLSARG (M1, BM, M1, C, IPATH, A1) 
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C Usage 
C CALL LSARG (N, A, LDA, B, IPATH, X) 
 
C Arguments 
C N— Number of equations. (Input) 
C A— N by N matrix containing the coefficients of the linear system.(Input) 
C LDA—Leading dimension of A exactly as specified in the dimension statement 
C of the calling program. (Input) 
C B—Vector of length N containing the right-hand side of the linear system. 
C (Input) 
C IPATH— Path indicator. (Input) 
C IPATH = 1 means the system AX = B is solved. 
C IPATH = 2 means the system A7X = B is solved. 
C X—Vector of length N containing the solution to the linear system(Output) 
       
  
C Once produced de A1(k) coeficients the A2,A3 are solved by linear equations 
       
  
 CALL DM1_Vector(DM1) 
  
      CALL JM2_Integral(JM2) 
      CALL DM2_Vector(DM2) 
       
       
      DO m=1,M2 
 A2(m)=0 
  DO k=1,M1 
  A2(m)=A2(m)+DM2(m)*JM2(k,m)*DM1(k)*A1(k) 
 
  ENDDO    
 ENDDO 
       
      CALL DM1_Vector(DM1) 
      CALL JM3_Integral(JM3) 
      CALL DM3_Vector(DM3) 
 
 DO l=1,M3 
 A3(l)=0     
  DO k=1,M1 
     A3(l)=A3(l)+DM3(l)*JM3(k,l)*DM1(k)*A1(k)  
  ENDDO    
 ENDDO 
 
C     ----------------------POWER NORMALISATION---------------------------- 
       
 
      NT1=0 
      DO J=1,M1 
      NT1=NT1+A1(J)*A1(J)*J*(exp(-2*J*pi*t/(2*b)) 
     &-exp(2*J*pi*((t/2)-a)/b)) 
      enddo 
 
      NT2=0 
      DO J=1,M2 
      NT2=NT2+A2(J)*A2(J)*J*sinh(2*J*pi*t/(2*s_1)) 
      enddo 
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      NT3=0 
      DO J=1,M3 
      NT3=NT3+A3(J)*A3(J)*J*sinh(2*J*pi*t/(2*s_2)) 
      enddo 
 
      NT1=NT1*pi/2 
      NT2=NT2*pi 
      NT3=NT3*pi 
 
      NT=2*sqrt(eps/mu)* 
     &(t*V*V/(2*s_1)+t*V*V/(2*s_2)+NT1+NT2+NT3) 
 
      lan=1/NT 
 
C     ------------------- DATA OUTPUT --------------------   
         
 do k=1,M1 
    
     write(21,*) A1(k)  ! Coefficients data output 
           
 end do 
 
      do k=1,M2 
    
     write(22,*) A2(k)  ! Coefficients data output 
           
 end do 
 
      do k=1,M3 
    
     write(23,*) A3(k)  ! Coefficients data output 
           
 end do 
       
     write(24,*) lan                      !Pot related with coeffs 
 
c CLOSE(21) 
c CLOSE(22)   
c CLOSE(23) 
c CLOSE(24) 
  
      PRINT*,A1,' TEM Coeficients produced' 
 print*,lan,' characteristic impedance'  
 
      STOP 
 END 
 
C     ---------------- 
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